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Abstract
This project reviews the existing literature on adolescent development in females, and 
demonstrates the importance of school counselors facilitating small group counseling with 
students who experience low self-esteem. Although research suggests social-emotional 
development begins in childhood, and the American School Counselor Association requires a 
social-emotional component to school counseling programs, there are few resources available to 
secondary school counselors who see a need for an effective group counseling curriculum for 
females with low self-esteem. This project aims to provide secondary school counselors with 
such a curriculum.
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A School-Based Group Counseling Curriculum for Adolescent Girls 
Experiencing Low Self-esteem 
Promoting a healthy self-esteem is essential for the overall health and well-being of 
adolescent females. School counselors have the opportunity for both intervention and prevention 
and are in an excellent position to respond to the mental health needs of students (American 
School Counselor Association, 2004; Calear & Christensen, 2010). Adolescent girls are in the 
transition between childhood and adulthood, and biological, cognitive, and socio-emotional 
changes are occurring. A group curriculum focusing on enhancing self-esteem could provide the 
target group with the knowledge they need, and provide the support they may be seeking.
According to Trzesniewski and colleagues (2006), adolescents with low self-esteem have 
been found to have poorer mental and physical health, worse economic prospects, and higher 
levels of criminal behavior during adulthood, when compared to adolescents with high self­
esteem. Individuals with low self-esteem may go through life feeling worthless, ashamed, and 
lacking self-efficacy. These feelings will likely lead to chronically accessible negative schemas 
about others, the self, and the grander social world, which may lead to unsatisfying and even 
distressing interpersonal interactions and a lack of resiliency. These social-cognitive processes 
therefore, might impair an individual’s ability to succeed in multiple aspects of adult life. 
According to Trzesniewski et al. (2006), interventions designed to raise self-esteem can have 
beneficial consequences for participants involved.
The purpose of this research project is to determine what curricular resources school 
counselors need in order to provide guidance and support to female adolescents struggling with 
low self-esteem in a small group setting. To fulfill this purpose, the following research question 
is examined: How might adolescent females struggling with low self-esteem best be served in a
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secondary school setting? In answering this question, a group counseling curriculum for this 
population of students was created in accordance to the ASCA Mindsets and Behaviors for 
students.
Literature Review
Self-esteem is seen not only as a basic feature of mental health, but also as a protective 
factor that contributes to better health and positive social behavior through its role as a buffer 
against the impact of negative influences and circumstances (Mann, Hosman, Schaalma, & De 
Vries, 2004). Self-esteem according to Mann et al. (2004) is considered one of the most 
important elements of the broad-spectrum approach for mental health promotion. By fostering 
self-esteem, and treating a common risk factor, it is possible to contribute to the prevention of a 
wide array of mental disorders, social problems and physical diseases. Several mental health- 
promoting school programs that have addressed self-esteem and the determinants of self-esteem 
have been effective in the prevention of eating disorders, problem behaviors, and the reduction of 
substance abuse, antisocial behavior, depression and suicide. Self-esteem is an important risk 
and protective factor linked to a diversity of positive health and social outcomes and therefore 
should be included in mental health programs in order to effectively promote healthy adolescent 
development (Mann et al., 2004).
Female adolescents with low self-esteem are at great risk for developing a variety of 
mental disorders including eating disorders, as well as difficulties in relationships. Anorexia 
nervosa, bulimia nervosa and binge eating disorders are most common among white adolescent 
females, however there is an increased prevalence of eating disorders in females in minority 
populations in the United States (Kilgus, Maxmen & Ward, 2016). According to Strange, 
Neuenschwander and Dauer (2005), gender is the main variable that is most commonly used to
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predict how weight affects an individual’s self-esteem. Females have been examined extensively 
in relation to weight and body dissatisfaction throughout history and especially in more recent 
years. Considering that low self-esteem is related to insecurities and a lack of closeness in 
relationships, providing adolescent females with effective tools such as communication and 
conflict resolution skills will enhance their probability of building and maintaining healthy 
relationships in adulthood (Trzesniewski et al., 2006).
Theoretical Frameworks
A theoretical foundation provides organization and structure to the approach used with 
clients and gives meaning to the counseling experience in addition to helping counselors better 
understand the experiences of individuals they work with (Fall et al., 2010). There are many 
theories of self-concept and self-esteem; however, the two theories used to guide this project are 
those of Erik Erikson and Carl Rogers. These theoretical foundations provide assistance in 
meeting the developmental needs of adolescent females and in identifying current needs 
regarding self-esteem.
Erikson’s theory of psychosocial development. Erik Erikson’s Theory of Psychosocial 
Development includes eight stages that each individual goes through during different times in his 
or her life (Santrock, 2014; Jones, Vaterlaus, Jackson & Morrill, 2014). Erikson addressed each 
of the crises that occur during particular times along the human lifespan; leaving room for 
individual variability in the timing of these issues (Sneed, Whitbourne & Culang, 2006). The 
eight stages of this theory include: (1) trust versus mistrust, (2) autonomy versus shame and 
doubt, (3) initiative versus guilt, (4) industry versus inferiority, (5) identity versus identity 
confusion, (6) intimacy versus isolation, (7) generativity versus stagnation, and (8) integrity 
versus despair (Santrock, 2014; Jones et al., 2014).
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The fifth stage in Erikson’s Psychosocial Development Theory is identity versus identity 
confusion and this typically occurs during adolescence, ages ten to twenty years (Santrock, 2014; 
Jones et al., 2014). When adolescents explore different roles in a healthy manner and choose a 
positive path to follow in life, then they are considered to have achieved a positive identity.
When they are not able to choose a positive path, identity confusion takes place. As part of 
adolescent identity exploration, the adolescent experiences what is called a psychosocial 
moratorium, which is Erikson’s term for the gap between childhood security and adult 
autonomy. Lifestyle behaviors developed during adolescence often continue into adulthood and 
influence long-term prospects for overall health (Jones et al., 2014; Santrock, 2014). Well- 
established physical, emotional, sexual, and cognitive health enables adolescents to make the 
most of their adolescent years while laying a strong foundation for their adult lives.
Social contexts greatly influence adolescent identity development by influencing the way 
adolescents see their place in the world, and where they fit (Eccles & Roeser, 2011). Two social 
contexts that impact identity development in adolescents are family and peer influences. School 
counselors provide support to students when there is a shift in their family structure, for example, 
the loss of a loved one or divorce. School counselors often act as mediators when students are 
having problems with their peers. They also help with transitions from one school to another, 
which can have a large impact of an adolescent’s peer relationships (Eccles & Roeser, 2011).
The psychosocial crisis of identity versus identity confusion plays a large part in various 
aspects of an individual’s sense of self-worth, self-image and self-esteem (Jones et al., 2014; 
Santrock, 2014). Self-esteem is a term used to describe an individual’s sense of value or worth, 
or the extent to which one likes or approves of themselves as an individual (Golan, Hagay & 
Tamir, 2014). School counselors are able to work with students individually as well as in
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groups, providing support where students can work on issues they may be struggling with. For 
example, a school counselor might work with students who are displaying self-blaming 
tendencies, negative self-talk and a high degree of self-criticism. The counselor can empower 
the students and work on increasing positive self-statements, and recognizing and building on 
strengths, through a variety of intervention techniques such as role-playing, self-monitoring, and 
journaling (Thompson & Henderson, 2011).
While parental support is highly valuable for healthy adolescent development, an 
adolescent’s relationship with teachers, mentors and counselors are important aspects of their 
identity as well (Santrock, 2014). School counselors can be of assistance to early adolescents in 
meeting their developmental needs in a variety of ways. Considering how social contexts greatly 
influence adolescent identity development, school counselors provide support for students in the 
areas of academic development, career development and social-emotional development 
(American School Counselor Association, 2004).
Carl Rogers’ theory of personality development. Self-concept is defined by Rogers as 
the totality of a complex, organized, and dynamic system of learned beliefs, attitudes and 
opinions that each person holds to be true about his or her personal existence (Brummelman et 
al., 2014; Rogers, 2007). Rogers described the self as a social product, developing out of 
interpersonal relationships and striving for consistency. Positive self-regard, also know as self­
esteem, self-worth, and a positive self-image, is having a positive attitude towards the self. A 
positive self-regard is achieved by experiencing the positive regard others show during an 
individual’s development. Positive regard is known as one’s perception of some self-experience 
of another which makes a positive difference in one’s field of experience resulting in a feeling of
warmth, liking, respect, empathy and acceptance towards others (Brummelman et al., 2014; 
Rogers, 2007).
According to Gatongi (2007), the person-centered approach based on Carl Rogers’ 
theory of personality development was designed to promote growth, change and openness in 
understanding the counseling processes. It is an approach which is practical and helpful in 
educational settings, due to its ability to address some of the problems students face. A person- 
centered approach provides a way of understanding and solving issues of relationships, 
emotional development and ethical behavior that seem to be at the root of most of the problems 
in school and society at large. However, it is essential to incorporate some of the following 
concepts in order to facilitate growth; acceptance, empathy and positive regard from others. A 
school counselor can approach the management of student behavior in a more proactive manner 
through building a positive and a trusting relationship. School counselors can establish 
themselves as an adult who cares about the student’s well being in and out of school. This can 
help create an atmosphere in which the self-esteem of a student can flourish (Gatongi, 2007). 
ASCA Mindsets and Behaviors
The American School Counseling Association (ASCA) first developed their National 
Model in 2001, to help guide school counselors across the country in developing comprehensive 
counseling programs that consistently provide preventative, responsive, and developmental 
services to students, school staff, parents, and the community (ASCA, 2012). The Model clearly 
indicates the minimum expectations in the foundation and delivery of direct and indirect 
services, and management of the program, as well as counselor accountability (ASCA, 2012). 
With the development of the ASCA Mindsets and Behaviors (2014), ASCA has also delineated 
clear guidelines to address the academic, career, and social/emotional competencies and
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indicators students should be developing through a school counseling program.
The ASCA Mindsets & Behaviors are organized in three broad domains: academic, 
career and social/emotional development. These domains promote mindsets and behaviors that 
enhance the learning process and create a culture of college and career readiness for all students. 
All thirty-five standards can be applied to any of the three domains, and the school counselor 
selects a domain and standard based on the needs of the school, classroom, small group or 
individual (ASCA, 2014).
The Academic Development Standards according to ASCA (2014) help guide school 
counseling programs when implementing strategies and activities to help support and maximize 
each student’s ability to learn. The Career Development Standards guide school counseling 
programs in helping students to both understand the connection between school and the world of 
work as well as plan for and make a successful transition from school to postsecondary education 
and/or the world of work and from job to job across the life span. The Social/Emotional 
Development Standards aid school counseling programs in helping students manage their 
emotions and learn and apply interpersonal skills (ASCA, 2014).
Student mindsets as ASCA (2014) explains, are the ways in which a student thinks about 
himself/herself regarding academic work. For example, an important part of student mindset is 
self-confidence in academic ability. Student behaviors describe the behaviors necessary for 
student success, and include: (a) learning-directed behavior, such as thinking critically, (b) self­
directed behavior, such as self-control, (c) and social behavior towards others, such as effective 
communication. School counselors can use these mindsets and behaviors to evaluate student 
progress, determine student needs, and shape program lesson plans (ASCA, 2014).
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Adolescent Development
In order to understand the ways in which school-based group counseling can provide 
support to adolescent females, an important concept to understand is the developmental stage of 
adolescence itself. Adolescence is considered the period of transition between childhood and 
adulthood that involves biological, cognitive, and socio- emotional changes (Christie & Viner, 
2005; Santrock, 2014;). Ways in which change is constantly occurring during this period include: 
(a) developing self-concept and self-esteem, (b) sexuality exploration, (c) morals, (d) values, and 
(e) physical changes such as puberty. Due to the extensive amount of change occurring during 
adolescence, females in this stage are vulnerable to developing a low self-esteem, and 
experiencing a lack of self-confidence as well as struggles with self-concept and body image 
(Lopez-Guimera, Levine, Sanchez-Carracedo & Fauquet, 2010; Thompson & Henderson, 2011; 
Zarrett & Eccles, 2006). Well-established physical, emotional, sexual, and cognitive health 
enables adolescents to make the most of their adolescent years while laying a strong foundation 
for their adult lives. Lifestyle behaviors developed during adolescence often continue into 
adulthood and influence long-term prospects for overall health (Santrock, 2014). Taking into 
account the changes that occur during adolescence, one can see how influential and vulnerable 
individuals in this developmental stage may be. According to Santrock (2014) and Thompson 
and Henderson (2011), the possible developmental concerns for female adolescents consist of the 
following: (a) cognitive development, (b) moral development, (c) sexual development, (d) 
physical development, and (e) emotional development.
When an adolescent has an altered perception of reality, many problems can develop as a 
result of distorted thinking(Mirams et al, 2014). Attentional and interpretational biases are often 
driven by an individual’s emotions leading to false perceptions (Mirams et al, 2014; Zarrett &
Eccles, 2006). Social cognition is the way that individuals view and reason about their social 
worlds, which supports the idea of adolescent egocentrism, which is the heightened self­
consciousness of adolescents (Santrock, 2014; Zarrett & Eccles, 2006). Adolescent egocentrism 
can be divided into two types of social thinking: imaginary audience and personal fable. 
Imaginary audience is known as when adolescents are thought to believe that others are always 
watching and evaluating them. Personal fable is described as a belief held by many adolescents 
telling them that they are special to the point where none of life's difficulties or problems will 
affect them regardless of their behavior. Vartanian (2000) characterizes adolescents’ thinking as 
supported by an imaginary audience and personal fable constructs and the tendency to think 
about self and others as biased or faulty. When adolescents make judgments about themselves 
using distorted cognitive constructs, their ability to obtain an accurate self-understanding is often 
unattainable (Vartanian, 2000).
Moral development begins at an early age when young children are able to recognize the 
emotions of another individual and act in ways that are empathetic and sympathetic in nature 
(Santrock, 2014). However, moral development is always growing, and during adolescence, 
moral development becomes more complex. Individuals go about making moral judgments and 
decisions by utilizing their emotions that help guide them to analyze and make sense of their 
actions and the actions of others (Lee & Olszewski-Kubilius, 2006; Wainryb & Recchia, 2012). 
Values, are the attitudes and beliefs people have about the world and the way they believe things 
and people should be. It is important to understand that adolescents may hold some similar and 
very different values from one another, which reflect their own “intrapersonal dimension of 
morality” (Santrock, 2014, p. 250).
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Sexual development involves the formation of sexual identity, which involves more than 
just sexual behavior and can emerge in the context of many factors such as physical, social and 
cultural. Sexual development during adolescence is often accompanied by a tremendous amount 
of confusion and is influenced by outside factors (Smetana, Campione-Barr & Metzger, 2006). 
Due to the relationship between sexual expectancies and sexual behaviors, it is important to truly 
understand what factors contribute to the development of sexual expectancies during adolescence 
when individuals typically explore problems and behaviors related to intimacy, sexuality, and 
identity (Ragsdale et al, 2014; Smetana et al., 2006).
A popular issue frequently debated, is the representation of women in advertisements that 
show females as sexual objects (Gudekli & £elik, 2014). This representation can be seen by 
worldwide known and profitable brands such as Victoria's Secret, Calvin Klein, and Gucci who 
are known to form powerful brand identity in parallel with the sexual identity of women 
(Gudekli & £elik, 2014). Young women often hold themselves to impossible standards working 
to look like the women they see in these types of advertisements, ignoring or not knowing that 
the women in these advertisements have actually been digitally enhanced. Adolescent females 
demonstrate a strong preoccupation with their changing bodies and develop mental images of 
what their bodies are like, which, whether it is a realistic picture or not, affects their sexual 
development immensely (Santrock, 2014; Thompson & Henderson, 2011). Although it is most 
commonly seen among white adolescent females, there is an increased prevalence of body 
dissatisfaction and eating disorders in females in minority populations in the United States 
(Kilgus et al., 2016).
Adolescence is considered a transitional period characterized by accelerated processes of 
change in physical, cognitive, and psychosocial functioning (attainment of autonomy from the
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family, initiating romantic relationships, school transitions), which can be sources of stress 
(Holder & Blaustein, 2014; Thompson & Henderson, 2011). When considering physical growth 
and development, pubertal maturation is a key developmental process producing necessary 
physical changes in one’s shape (Labbrozzi, Robazza, Bertollo, Bucci & Bortoli, 2013). A 
comprehensive list of the major physical changes that occur during puberty for females includes 
a dramatic growth in weight and height, the growth of underarm and pubic hair, acne, body odor, 
breasts and genital development (Boxer Tobin-Richards, & Petersen, 1983). A change in one’s 
physical development concerns the concept of physical self, defined as an individual’s 
perception of him or herself in aspects of physical domains, for example: strength, sport ability, 
endurance and physical appearance (Labbrozzi et al., 2013). These changes in body shape and 
physical appearance have vital implications for psychosocial adjustment, self- perception and 
body image (Altinta§ & A§9 i, 2008).
Emotions are feelings that occur when individuals are in a state or an interaction that is 
important, especially related to their well-being (Sharot, Delgado &-Phelps, 2004; Steinberg, 
2005). Having an understanding of what factors take part in how an individual develops 
emotionally is crucial. The concept of self-esteem needs to include one’s self-concept and body 
image, as these are important aspects of an adolescent female’s development. They deserve 
further discussion in regards to addressing the needs of this population and how school-based 
group counseling can provide an immense about of support.
According to Cicognani (2011), the focus on coping in adolescence has concentrated 
more on the impact of major life events and adverse circumstances, such as illness, parental 
divorce, and traumatic experiences. However, there is a lack of attention on coping with 
everyday struggles that affect most adolescents, such as conflict with parents and peers or
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problems with school, which can be a source of considerable stress. Theoretical perspectives on 
coping in adolescence acknowledge that situational context, as well as individual characteristics, 
that influence the choice of coping strategies. Female adolescents, for example, tend to use more 
support-seeking strategies, whereas their male peers use more physical-recreation strategies and 
relaxation. These differences have been explained by differences in the nature of stressful events 
that are typically faced by male and female adolescents. For example, female adolescents tend to 
be more affected by relationship stressors than males. However, females do not experience more 
stressful events than do males in quantitative terms, they instead perceive the same events as 
more stressful (Cicognani, 2011).
Coping models according to Cicognani (2011) emphasize the role of both individual and 
social resources in influencing individuals’ appraisal of stressful events and coping strategies. 
One individual resource is self-efficacy, which refers to the beliefs an individual has about their 
capability to exercise influence over events that affect their lives. Individuals with high 
assurance in their capability will approach difficult life tasks as challenges to be mastered, rather 
than as threats to be avoided; they set challenging goals and maintain a strong commitment to 
them; they quickly recover their sense of efficacy after failures or setbacks. Self-efficacy should 
be particularly relevant in enhancing internal, cognitive problem-solving strategies and in 
reducing withdrawal strategies (Cicognani, 2011).
Another important resource as Cicognani (2011) explains is social support, which refers 
to social assets, social networks or social resources that individuals can use when they are in 
need of advice, help, assistance, approval, and protection. Social support includes knowledge 
that one is cared for, esteemed, and valued and is part of a network of communications and 
mutual obligations. Perceived availability of social support is a better predictor of well-being
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than is actual support given. For adolescents, sources of support primarily include family 
members, school educators and peers. Perceptions of social support from family members, peers 
and school personnel should be associated with a higher use of active coping strategies. 
Therefore, awareness of the presence of potential support is likely to reduce the use of 
dysfunctional coping strategies during adolescence (Cicognani, 2011). By incorporating 
resources such as effective coping skills, social support and self-efficacy into small group 
counseling programs within the school setting, adolescent females are more likely to establish a 
positive self-esteem and develop self-confidence.
Self-esteem
Self-esteem is a term used to describe an individual’s sense of value or worth, or the 
extent to which a person values, likes, or approves of themselves as an individual (Golan, Hagay 
& Tamir, 2013; Sowislo & Orth, 2013). According to Orth, Robins, Meier and Conger (2016), 
the vulnerability model of depression and low self-esteem supports that low self-esteem is a risk 
factor for depression. Trzesniewski et al. (2006) found that adolescents with low self-esteem had 
poorer physical and mental health, worse economic prospects, and higher levels of criminal 
behavior during adulthood, when compared to adolescents with high self-esteem. Low self­
esteem may only be temporary for some adolescents; however, for others, low self-esteem can 
develop into other problems such as depression, anxiety, anorexia, obesity, and even result in 
suicide (Orth, Robins, Trzesniewski, Maes & Schmitt, 2009).
Self- concept, addressed by Sowislo and Orth (2013), refers to a domain of specific 
evaluations of the self, and like self-esteem, adolescents’ self-evaluations may not always match 
reality. Psychological well-being greatly relies on having a clear sense of who and what one is, 
which is known as self-concept clarity (Richman et al., 2016). Self-concept confusion, which
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can be described as having problems with self-concept clarity, is associated with a variety of 
negative outcomes such as anxiety and depression (Richman et al., 2016).
Golan and colleagues (2014) state that female adolescents fall victim to body 
dissatisfaction. Therefore, females are at great risk when it comes to suffering from 
misperceptions about their body size, which then creates a greater number of behaviors dedicated 
to weight control. Linville, Stice, Gau, and O'Neil (2011) stated that eating disorders are most 
likely to develop during late adolescence, a time of high motivation to conform to social norms, 
caused by peer and parental pressure as well as environmental influences such as the media 
(Kinard & Webster, 2010).
Mental Disorders
Low self-esteem is a major predictor for poor mental health, and therefore individuals 
struggling with self-esteem are at greater risk for developing a number of mental disorders. 
Considering that low self-esteem can develop into other major health problems, it is crucial to 
understand the consequences of not addressing the issue of low self-esteem in adolescent females 
(Santrock, 2014). The following mental disorders will be discussed in regards to their 
relationship to individuals with low self-esteem: (a) depression, (b) eating disorders, (c) 
substance abuse, and (d) suicide. In addition, difficulties in relationships and poor academic 
achievement also serve as consequences of not addressing low self-esteem and will be further 
explored as well.
Depression. Orth and Robins (2013) reported that low self-esteem is a defining feature 
of depression. Low self-esteem and depression are strongly correlated, which implies that low 
self-esteem can predict a certain level of depression. Low self-esteem might contribute to
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depressive symptoms through a variety of interpersonal and intrapersonal pathway(s) 
(Trzesniewski et al., 2006).
One interpersonal pathway begins when individuals with low self-esteem excessively 
seek reassurance about self-worth from friends and relationship partners (Smetana et al., 2006; 
Trzesniewski et al., 2006). This increases the risk of being rejected by their support group and 
depression can occur as a result of the rejection. A second interpersonal pathway begins when 
low self- esteem motivates social avoidance, and therefore impedes social reinforcement and 
social support, which have been linked to depression (Orth & Robins, 2013). Individuals with 
low self-esteem are more sensitive to rejection and tend to reduce and withdraw from engaging 
in interpersonal closeness after conflicts occur, and as a result undermine attachment, 
satisfaction, and support in close relationships. An intrapersonal pathway explaining how low 
self-esteem contributes to depression, operates through rumination. Low self- esteem individuals 
are prone to rumination, and the tendency to ruminate about negative aspects of the self is 
closely linked to depression (Abela & Hankin, 2011; McLaughlin & Nolen-Hoeksema, 2011). 
Ultimately, this knowledge might serve as the basis for designing effective interventions aimed 
at preventing or reducing low self-esteem and/or depression (Trzesniewski et al., 2006).
Eating Disorders. Adolescence is a stage of development that is typically accompanied 
by significant physical changes, particularly bone growth (Faje et al., 2014). The normal 
developmental growth and changes that take place in an individual’s life can be affected by 
eating disorders in a potentially dangerous way. Eating disorders such as anorexia nervosa, 
bulimia nervosa and binge eating disorder have been shown to have effects on not only the 
physical aspects of the individual, but also on their cognitive abilities. Autobiographical 
memory (AM) involves storing memories of personal experiences that help to form and shape an
individual’s life (Bomba, et al., 2014). These memories are involved with the adolescent’s 
“cognition, personality and the individual’s cognitive functions, parts of the self, narrative 
abilities and affect regulation” (Bomba et al., 2014, p. 479). AM has been shown to be crucial in 
forming and maintaining an identity, forming self-meaning, and in promoting intimacy in 
personal relationships. Shaping the identity and forming these memories begins in adolescence, 
and it has been found that eating disorders have the potential to affect this memory formation and 
retention (Bomba et al., 2014).
Substance Abuse. As Mann and colleagues (2004) explain, an unstable self-concept and 
low self-esteem can play a significant role in the development of substance use disorders and 
participating in high-risk behaviors. Improving self-esteem is an important component of 
substance abuse prevention (Corrigan, Watson & Barr, 2006; Luoma, Kohlenberg, Hayes, 
Bunting & Rye, 2008). There is a critical degree of co-morbidity between and within 
internalizing and externalizing problem behaviors such as depression, suicide, and substance 
disorders (Mann et al., 2004). Internalizing behaviors as explained by Creemers, Scholte, Engels 
Prinstein and Wiers (2012), are behaviors that result from negativity that is focused inward. 
People with internalizing behaviors have difficulty coping with negative emotions or stressful 
situations, so they direct their feelings inside. Examples of internalized behaviors include: social 
withdrawal, feelings of loneliness or guilt, feeling unloved, feeling sadness, nervousness, 
irritability, and/ or fearfulness, as well as not standing up for yourself. Externalizing and 
internalizing behaviors both result from negative responses to stress. However, unlike 
internalizing behaviors, externalizing behaviors are focused outside of oneself. These types of 
behaviors may include but are not limited to physical aggression, destruction of property, 
underage drinking, and running away from home (Creemers et al., 2012).
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Suicide. In the prediction of suicidal ideation, there is a strong correlation between 
negative life experiences and low self-esteem (Franck, De Raedt, Dereu, & Van den Abbeele, 
2007; Wilburn & Smith, 2005). The stress adolescents experience when their support from 
others is perceived to be low can greatly lower self-esteem and increase stress and the risk of 
suicide (Hawton, Saunders & O'Connor, 2012). Adolescent suicide is a worldwide mental health 
problem, but it is of particular concern in highly industrialized nations such as the United States. 
According to The National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) (2014), suicide was the second 
leading cause of death among individuals between the ages of ten and thirty-four.
Considering these alarming statistics, Wild, Flisher and Lombard (2004) believe that 
identifying adolescents at risk for suicide and building effective prevention and treatment 
programs should be a priority. Understanding the correlates and antecedents of suicidal ideation 
and self-harming behaviors, such as low self-esteem and depression, is an essential first step in 
this process. Research suggests that the predisposing psychosocial factors for suicidal behavior 
include the following: (a) mood disorders and substance use disorders, (b) cognitive distortions 
including hopelessness and pessimism, (c) low self-esteem, (d) recent life stress, (e) family 
dysfunction and insufficient social support. Of these risk factors, depression and low self-esteem 
have been identified as the most significant clinical risk for suicidal behavior (Brausch& 
Gutierrez, 2010; Wild, Flisher & Lombard, 2004).
Difficulties in Relationships
There is a substantial amount of evidence showing that high self-esteem is related to 
security and closeness in relationships (Trzesniewski et al., 2006). Spencer and Holmes (2007), 
explain how relationships offer people the potential of unconditional acceptance and love. 
However, relationships can also lead to rejection and heartbreak. One factor that influences
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whether people focus on acceptance or rejection is their feelings about themselves. These 
feelings can be chronic dispositional securities and insecurities, such as self-esteem, that might 
prevent individuals from experiencing the affirming aspects of their relationships (Lomore et al., 
2007). Individuals with low self-esteem in childhood and adolescence may be unable or 
unwilling to form supportive relationships with their peers and/or romantic partners, which may 
increase the likelihood for adjustment problems to develop and create additional new problems 
in adulthood (Marigold, Cavallo, Holmes & Wood, 2014; Smetana et al., 2006; Trzesniewski et 
al., 2006).
Poor Academic Achievement
There appears to be a strong correlation between academic achievement and self-esteem 
as reported in a large number of studies according to Mann et al. (2004) and Zuffiano et al. 
(2013). In the critical years of childhood and adolescence, positive feelings been shown to 
increase an individual’s confidence and success at school, with positive self-esteem being a 
protective and predicting factor for academic success. Dropping out from the educational system 
could also reflect rebellion or antisocial behavior resulting from poor self-esteem and identity 
confusion. Low self- esteem can lead to problems in social functioning and school dropout when 
not addressed appropriately and effectively. Self- evaluations measured in childhood and in 
adolescence can also be linked to job satisfaction in adulthood (Mann et al., 2004; Zuffiano et al., 
2013).
According to Trzesniewski et al. (2006), it has been theorized that adolescents with low 
self-esteem seek out a variety of antisocial behaviors as a way of enhancing their sense of self­
worth. Adolescents with low self-esteem may also receive less attention and support from the 
people in their life such as their parents, teachers, and peers. A student with low self-esteem may
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appear quiet and withdrawn and may not be willing or able to ask a teacher for help when 
needed, as a result, the student would continue to fall further behind in school never receiving the 
help that they need. This is one example of how low self-esteem might impact an individual’s 
academic success. By providing adolescents with social support, self-advocacy skills and 
executive function skills such as planning, organization, time-management and goal setting, their 
ability to achieve academic success is much more likely (Trzesniewski et al., 2006).
Counseling in Schools
According to Crespi (2009) and Cicognani (2011), students at school present with an 
array of problems and one in five adolescents have a diagnosable mental disorder. From home to 
school, there are a variety of issues affecting their daily lives. Relevant to schools and school 
counseling programs, adolescents receive more services through schools than they do through 
any other system. Therefore, school-based mental health providers such as school counselors, 
can provide immeasurable assistance to their students (Cicognani, 2011; Crespi, 2009). One 
form of assistance that efficient and effective school counselors can provide is group counseling.
Group Counseling. Although group counseling is cited as an effective intervention, 
many high school counselors struggle to effectively plan and implement ongoing group 
counseling services (Green et al., 2013; Ripley & Goodnough, 2001). The overall frequency of 
group counseling in high schools has been found to be remarkably low, indicating the need for 
group counseling in schools (Ripley & Goodnough, 2001). Gladding (2003) defines a group as 
having two or more individuals who interact face to face with one another, while aware that each 
other belongs to the group and for the same purpose of working towards achieving mutually 
desired goals.
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The main goal of group work according to Bergin (2004) and Sipe and Eisendrath (2012), 
is to create opportunities for members to increase their knowledge and skills to ultimately 
promote positive change and success. It is essential for counselors to determine which type of 
group would be most appropriate to the population and situation in which they are working. 
School counselors can support adolescent females in the school setting by incorporating psycho- 
educational groups where they would reap the wide variety of benefits that group counseling 
offers.
Group counseling in schools, according to Perusse et al. (2009) and Green et al. (2013), 
exist on a continuum from being primarily psycho-educational in nature, to also being primarily 
therapeutic experiences for group members. Most groups have elements of each, and some may 
vary from session to session. Many developmental groups are primarily psycho-educational and 
concentrate on providing specific information in regards to a certain topic(s) to small groups of 
students (Green et al., 2013; Perusse et al., 2009).
According Thompson and Henderson (2007), psycho-educational groups emphasize the 
utilization of educational methods to obtain information and develop meaning and skills. The 
group focuses on a specific theme and attempts to provide group members with a stronger 
awareness of a life problem or situation as well as the tools needed to cope with it. Counseling 
groups are growth oriented and members often learn how to strengthen coping skills and enhance 
self-esteem. It is believed that schools are in a strategic position to respond to mental health and 
health care needs of students due to schools having the opportunities for both intervention and 
prevention. Goals of counseling groups consist of the following: helping group members 
develop more positive attitudes and interpersonal skills, using the group to help aid in changing
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behaviors, and assisting the transfer of the skills learned in group to the outside world 
(Thompson & Henderson, 2007).
Benefits of group counseling. As Jacobs, Masson and Harvill (2011) and Sipe and 
Eisendrath (2012) explain, there are a variety of benefits of group counseling. The many 
benefits of group counseling include: (a) efficiency, (b) commonality, (c) variety of resources,
(d) viewpoints and feedback, (e) sense of belonging and commitment, (f) skills practice and (g) 
real-life approximation. By further discussion of group benefits, one can better understand the 
ways in which group counseling in the school setting can improve and promote self-esteem in 
adolescent females. As Jacobs et al. (2011) state, by counseling more than one person at a time, 
effort, time and resources are saved for both the students as well as the school counselor. Due to 
school counselors’ large caseload of students, time is often limited making group work efficient 
and more productive in terms of addressing various specific topics.
By experiencing commonality, group members may discover that their thoughts, ideas 
and feelings are shared with other people who might have similar concerns. Group members can 
also feel less isolated and lonely in terms of their thinking and realize that others are perhaps 
dealing with the same or close to the same issues as they are. When adolescents understand that 
they are not the only one struggling, they often feel a sense of relief and comfort, which is a huge 
benefit of commonality among group members. Group members, as Jacobs et al. (2011) and 
Sipe and Eisendrath (2012) explain, have a wide range of opinions, ideas, advice and experiences 
to share with one another. This provides members with a variety of resources, viewpoints and 
feedback, along with support from not only the counselor but each other as well. These are all 
aspects of a group that individual counseling lacks in terms of extra support for all group 
members.
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Individuals who are part of a group may identify with one another and feel as though they 
are part of something that is bigger than themselves (Jacobs et al., 2011). Feeling accepted, 
appreciated and understood by other group members can assist in promoting higher self-esteem 
and self-worth. The group environment provides members with a safe place to practice skills 
discussed and learned during group work (Jacobs et al., 2011). For example, group work may 
consist of practicing positive self-talk, anger management skills and conflict resolution skills, all 
of which can be practiced safely within the group setting. Practicing skills with other group 
members prior to using skills outside of the group allows for members to build their confidence 
and receive support from those around them.
According to Jacobs et al. (2011), group members learn ways of coping and relating 
within the group that they can then use in their everyday living. Groups move through stages 
during the process, including: the beginning, transition, working and leaving stages (Thompson 
& Henderson, 2007). During each stage the group will experience a variety of struggles, 
obstacles, feelings and victories, all of which will prepare them for the challenges they may face 
day to day outside of group. Learning the different skills in a group that are necessary and 
helpful in order to handle these challenges will benefit group members in real-life situations.
Application
Every person who identifies as female deserves respect, encouragement, support and 
guidance. With support from a variety of literature and social science research studies, one can 
argue there is a large need for a self-esteem curriculum supporting adolescent girls. According 
to Golan et al. (2014) positive self-esteem, emotional well-being, family connectedness and 
school success are considered protective factors against health-compromising behaviors. School 
can be an excellent place for adolescent girls to develop, gain self-confidence and improve their
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self-esteem, through both learning and developing friendships (Cribb & Haase, 2016). Schools 
and peers, along with parents, have been found to be greatly influential in an adolescent's 
development of self-esteem (Strange et al., 2005). By providing adolescent girls with support 
and guidance within the school they attend, they will have the opportunity to work towards 
building a positive self-esteem, increase self-confidence and live a healthy and fulfilling life.
The product of this project is a curricular resource for school counselors working with 
adolescent female students in grades nine through twelve. The lessons are constructed to meet 
the expectations established by ASCA, to ensure counseling programs utilizing this resource 
remain in alignment with the accepted standards. Additionally, lessons have been organized 
utilizing the lesson plan format provided by ASCA (2015b) to ensure lesson components and 
explanations meet the expectations of the organization, as well as to identify the specific 
standards each lesson strives to fulfill. These lesson plan components include a description of 
the activity and its process, the targeted grade levels, the standards the lesson fulfills, learning 
objectives, necessary materials, and plans for evaluation.
When using these lesson plans, school counselors must remain aware of individual 
student needs, as the individual skills, interests, and personalities of students are highly variable, 
and critical in the development of a positive self-esteem. This may require school counselors to 
add to, remove from, or otherwise adjust session plans to better fit the student population being 
served. ASCA requests that each guidance lesson plan include a plan for evaluating the lesson, 
describing how data will be collected. Process data focuses on the delivery of the activity itself 
(ASCA, 2012). Process data can be represented through the formation of a small group session 
schedule. This schedule provides a representation of the number of sessions each small group is 
receiving during a quarter/ semester/ school year. Perception data must be collected to measure
what students learn through each of the sessions (ASCA, 2012). Counselors can gauge students 
learning and understanding by utilizing written or verbal pre and posttests. Counselors can begin 
each session with a discussion to determine how much students know about the topic by asking 
questions specific to the material that will be presented and wrap up the session by asking these 
questions again to see how student responses have shifted or changed. Outcome data 
representing how the lessons have influenced students must also be collected (ASCA, 2012).
The collection of outcome data may vary from school to school, based on community, culture, 
and school resources. Counselors may want to administer a pre and post self-esteem assessment 
to see whether or not participation in the small group aided in student growth.
Before collecting data, counselors should be careful to consider what approach will provide 
an accurate and culturally sensitive representation of the population being served. Counselors 
may need to adjust the following session plans and activities to form a better fit with the student 
population being served. Counselors must be careful to assess session effectiveness and student 
learning based on the learning objectives and ASCA Standards the lesson is designed to fulfill.
Conclusion
Promoting a healthy self-esteem for adolescent girls is essential for their overall well-being, 
and support for this population can be provided through the creation of a school-based group 
counseling curriculum. Having the opportunities for both intervention and prevention, places 
schools in an excellent position to respond to the mental health needs of this population. Given 
that adolescence is a period of transition between childhood and adulthood that involves a variety 
of changes and stressors, group work can create opportunities for members to increase their 
knowledge and skills which will ultimately promote positive change and success (Cicognani, 
2011; Sipe & Eisendrath, 2012).
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This curriculum is intended to support and guide school counselors in the creation and 
implementation of small group sessions for adolescent females experiencing low self-esteem, 
grades nine through twelve. Because these session plans have been developed within the 
established national standards, counselors can be confident these expectations are fulfilled 
through utilizing this small group curriculum. Additionally, counselors can be confident that the 
social/emotional developmental needs of their students are being met through these small group 
sessions due to their foundation in both Erikson’s psychosocial theory of development as well as 
Roger’s theory of personality development. A school-based group curriculum focusing on 
enhancing self-esteem in female adolescents, will provide this population with the knowledge 
and skills they need, and the support that they may be seeking.
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Referral Form
Student N am e: G rade Level:
C ounselor Referring: Date:
R eason for Referral:
Student could benefit from working on the following:
(C heck all that apply)
• Self-esteem
• B ody Im age
• Trust
•! P eer pressure 
•! H ealthy relationships 
•! C onflict m anagem ent
• C oping Skills
H as the student expressed in terest in jo in in g  the group? Y es N o
O ne th ing  the student does w ell i s ______________________________
O ne th ing  the student struggles w ith  is
A dditional com m ents:
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Parent Permission Form
Dear Parent or Guardian:
Your child has expressed interest in participating in small group counseling at school. Being a part of a 
group is an excellent way for students to (a) learn new skills, (b) develop self-confidence, (c) become 
more aware of how they view themselves, (d) practice new behaviors, and (e) better understand how to 
deal with the many problems life presents.
The group will meet once each week during the 2nd semester, and will be facilitated by Amanda Doolittle 
the counseling intern.
The following topics will be addressed during group sessions:
• Self-esteem
• Trust
• Peer pressure
• Healthy relationships
• Conflict management
• Coping Skills
I f  you have any questions/concerns, please contact your child’s counselor (Counselor Name) at (email/ 
phone number)
You are asked to review the attached information about the girls group we offer at (School Name) and 
determine whether or not your child would benefit from participating in this group. If you feel that your 
daughter would benefit from this opportunity, please follow the directions below.
Completed permission forms are due to the (School Name) Counseling Office no later than (Time
and Date)
*****Please detach and return lower portion of the page to the (School Name) Counseling Office.
*****
My daughter____________________________________ Grade:___________
Has my permission to participate in the girls counseling group.
Parent’s Printed Name:______________________________________
Parent’s Email: Parent’s # :
Parent/Guardian Signature: Date:
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Pre-Group Interview Outline
Introduction
• General description of the group
• Discuss topic covered during group sessions
• Group Logistics
• Why the student is being asked to participate
• Participation is voluntary
What can be gained
• Meet new people
• Work on goals
• Learn new skills
Goals
• Help the student select a general goal for the group meetings
• Goals may change and are determined by the student
Expectations
• Attendance, participation, support, and confidentiality
• Check student expectations
Explain the parent permission form and when to return the form to the counselor.
Brief summary and emphasis on the positive aspects of group
• Group members can practice behaviors, receive feedback and support as well as receive 
suggestions from others
• The counselor is not the only resource, group members are also a another resource
• The presence of peers can help reduce tension and feelings of loneliness
Give the pre-self-esteem assessment
• Explain the assessment and its benefits to group member
• Explain there will also be a post-self-esteem assessment
The screening process allows the counselor to decide who is appropriate for the girls group. The 
counselor must use his or her skills to determine whether the the student participating would fit  
within the content o f the group.
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Small Group Counseling Agreement 
Purpose & Goal
The purpose and goal of this group is to promote a healthy self-esteem for all group members.
The group will work on and discuss:
• Self-esteem
• Trust
• Peer pressure
• Healthy relationships
• Conflict management
• Coping Skills
Length, Times, and Location
Length: 30 minutes 
Day: Thursdays
Times: Every Thursday during SSP (9:07-9:37)
Location: Counseling Department (back room)
Agreements
Participation: All group members are expected to arrive on time to group meetings. Although 
you will NOT be forced to share, it is expected that all group members are fully engaged in 
group activities.
Support: We will always offer care and support to one another. Group should be considered a 
safe and welcoming place for all group members.
Confidentiality: What is shared in our small group stays in our small group, both during and 
after the group has ended.
Exceptions to Confidentiality:
• Someone is hurting you
• You want to hurt someone
• You want to hurt yourself
Student Name: Date:
Student Signature:
Counselor Signature: Date:
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Attendance Sheet
Small Group Counseling
Name Date Date Date Date Date
Amanda
Lynn
Becky
Jennifer
Emily
Alexis
Hannah
Reilly
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Letter to Teacher
(If student will be missing class time due to group counseling)
G ood M orning ,
This em ail is to inform  you that student name is partic ipating  in  sm all group 
counseling lessons every T hursday during (C lass Period) from  (T im e-T im e). In 
order to gain the m ost from  our short am ount o f  tim e together, the student w ill 
report to the counseling office for T hursday’s SSP and attendance w ill be taken 
during our sm all group. This group w ill begin  on (D ate) and w ill be held  every 
T hursday for the rem ainder o f  the sem ester. I f  you have any questions, p lease feel 
free to contact m e.
Thank you,
C ounselo r’s N am e
Group Evaluation Form
I __________________________________ feel that partic ipating  in th is girl's group has
been:
 V ery helpful
 H elpful
Just OK
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D id  no t help m e at all
D uring  the first session I felt:
I still feel this w ay  Y es  N o
From  this group I have learned:
M y favorite topics d iscussed during group were:
B ecause o f  th is group, I have set the fo llow ing goals:
O ther Com m ents:
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Self-Esteem Survey
Name Date
Directions: Please circle the number for each question that best describes your agreement with each 
statement.
Strongly Agree= 3 Somewhat Agree= 2 Somewhat Disagree= 1
1. I feel that I’m a person of worth, at least on 3
an equal par with others.
2. I feel that I have a number of good qualities. 3
3. All in all, I am inclined to feel that I’m a failure. 3
4.! I am able to do things as well as most other people. 3
5. I feel I do not have much to be proud of. 3
6. I take a positive attitude toward myself. 3
7. On the whole, I am satisfied with myself. 3
8. I wish I could have more respect for myself. 3
9. I certainly feel useless at times. 3
10. At times I think that I am no good at all. 3
Strongly Disagree= 0 
2 1 0
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Counselor use only:
Score________________
Scorer Name____________________________________
Program Name__________________________________
Date_________________
The self-esteem survey m ay be utilized as an entrance/ exit instrument, as a tool for gauging where the student is prior to joining small 
group counseling, and upon completion. The survey is used a way to track progress and is shared w ith the student only. The results will 
be shared or utilized for any other purposes.
Source: Centers fo r Disease Control and Prevention, National Center fo r Injury Prevention and Control. (2005). Violence-Related Attitudes,
Behaviors, and Influences Among Youths: A Compendium o f  Assessment Tools, 2nd ed. Atlanta, GA: Dahlberg LL, Toal SB, Swahn M, Behrens
CB. Electronic version available: http://www.cdc.gov/ncipc/pub-res/measure.htm.
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Self-Esteem Inventory Scoring
I feel that I’m a person of worth, at least on 
an equal par with others.
Instrument
3 2 1 0
Score 3 2 1 0
I feel that I have a number of good qualities. 3 2 1 0
Score 3 2 1 0
All in all, I am inclined to feel that I’m a failure. 3 2 1 0
Reverse Score 0 1 2 3
I am able to do things as well as most other people. 3 2 1 0
Score 3 2 1 0
I feel I do not have much to be proud of. 3 2 1 0
Reverse Score 0 1 2 3
I take a positive attitude toward myself. 3 2 1 0
Score 3 2 1 0
On the whole, I am satisfied with myself. 3 2 1 0
Score 3 2 1 0
I wish I could have more respect for myself. 3 2 1 0
Reverse Score 0 1 2 3
I certainly feel useless at times. 3 2 1 0
Reverse Score 0 1 2 3
At times I think that I am no good at all. 3 2 1 0
Reverse Score 0 1 2 3
48
Scoring: Points values are as indicated above, with the exception o f  items 3,5,8,9, and 10 which are reverse coded 
(score indicated in gray). To score the test, the points values o f  each response should be summed. A higher score 
indicates greater self-esteem.
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Body Image Survey
Name____________________________________________Date__________________________
Directions: Please circle one response for each question.
1. Are you happy with your body image?
Never Rarely Sometimes Often Always
2. Do you feel that you have a “normal” body according to mainstream depictions?
Never Rarely Sometimes Often Always
3. Are you happy with your current size?
Yes No
4. Do you feel that women’s magazines portray a realistic body image for women?
Never Rarely Sometimes Often Always
5. Do you feel that TV programs portray a realistic body image for women?
Never Rarely Sometimes Often Always
6. When shopping, have you ever felt frustration at being unable to find clothes that fit?
Never Rarely Sometimes Often Always
7. Have you ever bought clothes that are too small in the hope that you will lose weight and then they will 
fit?
Never Rarely Sometimes Often Always
8. Do you have any clothes in your wardrobe that do not fit but you keep because plan to “diet into 
them”?
Yes No
9.Do you count calories?
Never Rarely Sometimes Often Always
10.Do you discuss dieting with your family/friends?
Never Rarely Sometimes Often Always
11.Do you consciously buy “diet” foods?
Never Rarely Sometimes Often Always
12.Have you ever dieted?
Yes No
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Body Image Survey (Cont’d)
13. Have you ever dieted to lose weight? 
Yes No
Counselor use only:
Score____________
Scorer Nam e______
Program Nam e____
Date
The body image survey may be utilized as an entrance/ exit instrument, as a tool for gauging where the student is prior to joining small 
group counseling, and upon completion. The survey is used a way to track progress and is shared with the student only. The results will 
be shared or utilized for any other purposes.
Source: Centers fo r Disease Control and Prevention, National Center fo r Injury Prevention and Control. (2005). Violence-Related Attitudes,
Behaviors, and Influences Among Youths: A Compendium o f  Assessment Tools, 2nd ed. Atlanta, GA: Dahlberg LL, Toal SB, Swahn M, Behrens
CB. Electronic version available: httv://www.cdc.gov/ncivc/vub-res/measure. htm.
Body Image Survey Scoring Instrument
Name Date
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Directions: Please circle one response for each question.
1. Are you happy with your body image?
Never=1 Rarely=2 Sometimes=3 Often=4 Always=5
2. Do you feel that you have a “normal” body according to mainstream depictions?
Never=1 Rarely=2 Sometimes=3 Often=4 Always=5
3. Are you happy with your current size?
Yes=1 No=0
4. Do you feel that women’s magazines portray a realistic body image for women?
Never=5 Rarely=4 Sometimes=3 Often=2 Always=1
5. Do you feel that TV programs portray a realistic body image for women?
Never=5 Rarely=4 Sometimes=3 Often=2 Always=1
6. When shopping, have you ever felt frustration at being unable to find clothes that fit?
Never=5 Rarely=4 Sometimes=3 Often=2 Always=1
7. Have you ever bought clothes that are too small in the hope that you will lose weight and then they will 
fit?
Never=1 Rarely=2 Sometimes=3 Often=4 Always=5
8. Do you have any clothes in your wardrobe that do not fit but you keep because plan to “diet into 
them”?
Yes=0 No=1 
9. Do you count calories?
Never=5 Rarely=4 Sometimes=3 Often=2 Always=1
10. Do you discuss dieting with your family/friends?
Never=5 Rarely=4 Sometimes=3 Often=2 Always=1
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Body Image Survey Scoring Instrument (Cont’d)
11. Do you consciously buy “diet” foods?
Never=5 Rarely=4 Sometimes=3 Often=2 Always=1
12. Have you ever dieted?
Yes=0 No=1
13. Have you ever dieted to lose weight?
Yes=0 No=1
Scoring: Sum the scores for each question. A higher score suggests a better body image and a low score 
indicates a negative body image.
Source: Centers fo r  Disease Control and Prevention, National Center fo r  Injury Prevention and Control. (2005). Violence-Related Attitudes,
Behaviors, and Influences Among Youths: A Compendium o f  Assessment Tools, 2nd ed. Atlanta, GA: Dahlberg LL, Toal SB, Swahn M, Behrens
CB. Electronic version available: m e a u ye h m dc.goW nci2^^ htm.
Appendix B: Lesson Plans & Activities
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A School-Based Group Counseling Curriculum for Adolescent Girls
Experiencing Low Self-esteem
By Amanda Doolittle
Appendix B: Lesson Plans & Activities
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Meet & Greet
Welcome to Girl’s Group
Grade Level: 9th - 12th Group Size: 6-10 students Time: 45 m inutes
ASCA Mindsets & Behaviors/ Student Standards
Prom otes the follow ing M indsets: M 1. - M 6.
B-SS 1. Use effective oral and written communication skills and listening skills 
B-SS 2. Create positive and supportive relationships with other students 
B-SS 3. Create relationships with adults that support success 
B-SS 4. Demonstrate empathy
B-SS 5. Demonstrate ethical decision- making and social responsibility
B-SS 6. Use effective collaboration and cooperation skills
B-SS 7. Use leadership and teamwork skills to work effectively in diverse teams
B-SS 8. Demonstrate advocacy skills and ability to assert self, when necessary
B-SS 9. Demonstrate social maturity and behaviors appropriate to the situation and
environment
Adolescent Developmental Concerns Addressed: M oral; Em otional 
Objectives
Participants will:
• Introduce them selves to one another
• L earn  about their group m em bers
• D evelop group norm s/ group rules as a team
Materials
• G uess W ho Cards: Index  cards, pens or pencils
• N am e Tags (table top nam e tag, cut and fold)
• Poster B oard
Procedure: This is the initial group session, w here students w ill introduce 
them selves to one another, get to know  each other and learn about their group 
m em bers. B egin this lesson by re-in troducing y o u rse lf (facilitator), and passing  
out the nam e tag  table toppers for each group m em ber to w rite their nam e on and 
set in front o f  them . Then review  the girls group agreem ent form  (w hich they each 
should have received during the pre-group interview ) and give the group the 
opportunity  to ask questions.
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N ext, the group w ill engage in an icebreaker activ ity  called  “G uess W ho 
C ards” . E ach  group m em ber w ill receive 1 index card. O n the index card (w ithout 
sharing or discussing w ith  anyone- yet) each girl w ill fill in the fo llow ing blanks:
1. Favorite  fo o d :_________
2. Favorite  c o lo r :_________
3. Favorite  m o v ie :_________
4. Favorite  h o b b y :_________
5. Favorite  s e a so n :_________
6. O ne-tim e I ...
A fter all o f  the group m em bers have filled  out their index card the group 
facilitator w ill collect them , m ix  them  up, and read  each card  aloud to  the group. 
The idea is that the group m em bers try  and  guess w hich  m em b er’s card is being 
read. This allow s for the group to get to  know  one another, and bu ild  connections.
The group w ill then transition  into developing group norm s/ rules. The 
facilitator should  have a large p iece o f  poster board  set up  in front o f  the group and 
som e m arkers. Go over w ith  the group the im portance o f  creating groups and w rite 
1 or 2 on the poster board  to get the group started. N ow  have the group brainstorm  
together other ru les tha t they  w ould  like to have for the group (exam ples: no 
talk ing  w hile its som eone e lse’s turn, be respectful, be on tim e, no cellphones, 
etc.). O nce the group has created the group rules and have w ritten  them  on the 
poster board, have each o f  the group m em bers sign the poster board  (this is 
show ing their com m itm ent to  fo llow ing the group rules). R ev iew  the group rules 
together as a w hole.
C onclude th is session (and each session after) w ith  a friendship  circle. The 
friendship circle involves group m em bers standing/ sitting in  a circle, crossing 
their righ t arm s over their left, and clasping hands w ith  the girls on both  sides. 
E veryone then gives them selves a silent positive affirm ation (com plim ent) as 
a friendship  squeeze is passed  from  hand  to hand  around the circle.
Images retrieved from:
https://w w w .pin terest.com /pin /188940146848018059/
h ttps://w w w .pin terest.com /pin /A eviw U sJaU nC P9lk  jm Eor3bB adZ aO W rzQ A d- 
yV O H B V Q u N W hm oZ PD M /
Guess Who? Cards Sample
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GUESS WHO? CARDS
a fun t im e -fiU e r  a c t iv ity  that 
w il l  help students fe e l sp ecia l
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Name Tag Sample
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Express Yourself
Welcome to Girl’s Group
Grade Level: 9th - 12th Group Size: 6-10 students Time: 45 m inutes
ASCA Mindsets & Behaviors/ Student Standards
Prom otes the follow ing M indsets: M 1. - M 6.
B-SS 1. Use effective oral and written communication skills and listening skills 
B-SS 2. Create positive and supportive relationships with other students 
B-SS 3. Create relationships with adults that support success 
B-SS 4. Demonstrate empathy
B-SS 8. Demonstrate advocacy skills and ability to assert self, when necessary 
B-SS 9. Demonstrate social maturity and behaviors appropriate to the situation and 
environment
Adolescent Developmental Concerns Addressed: M oral; Em otional
Objectives
Participants will:
• Identify  character traits that they feel describe them
• Personalize their folders to represent them  as a unique group m em ber
• U nderstand the benefits o f  jou rna ling  and its significance in the G irl’s G roup
Materials
• Tw o Truths and A  Lie (Instructions W orksheet/Facilitator Copy)
• Basic Folders (1 for each group m em ber)
• Self-esteem  Journal (1 journal for each girl)
• C haracter Traits W orksheet (1 for each group m em ber)
• Scissors, glue sticks, C onstruction paper, M arkers
Procedure: B egin  this lesson w ith  the Tw o Truths and A  Lie icebreaker activity  
and then  review  the group rules created last session.
N ext, handout the folders w ith  the self-esteem  jou rna l pages inside to each 
group m em ber. E xplain  to them  how  the jou rna l w ill be used in group discussions, 
and expectations for jou rna l entries (entries w ill be filled out daily). Inform  the 
group that jou rna ling  can be used as a healthy coping skills for dealing w ith  stress 
and change.
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Then pass out the character traits w orksheet (1 for each group m em ber), 
scissors, a glue stick, construction paper, and m arkers. E xplain  to  the girls tha t they 
w ill be using  these m aterials to decorate and personalize the front o f  their folder. 
A sk  them  to choose from  the character tra its w orksheet positive w ords that they 
feel describe them , cut them  out and glue them  to the folder. They can be as 
creative as they  w ish  during th is activity. O nce they are all finished, have them  
show  their fo lder to the group and read  o ff  som e o f  the character tra its they  chose. 
R em ind  them  that these folders are theirs to keep and use to store their jou rnals , 
and any o f  w orksheets that m ight be used  during group lessons.
C onclude th is session (and each session after) w ith  a friendship  circle. The 
friendship circle involves group m em bers standing/ sitting in  a circle, crossing 
their righ t arm s over their left, and clasping hands w ith  the girls on both  sides. 
E veryone then gives them selves a silent positive affirm ation (com plim ent) as 
a friendship  squeeze is passed  from  hand  to hand  around the circle.
This lesson was created based on the following resource:
http://w w w .group-gam es.com /ice-breakers/tw o-tru ths-and-a-lie .h tm l
Images retrieved from:
https://w w w .pin terest.com /pin /188940146847314616/
http ://w w w .to tally terrificin texas.com /search/label/stations
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Two Truths and a Lie
Two Truths and a Lie is a classic icebreaker game in which one attempts to 
identify which o f three statements is bogus.
H ave all group m em bers sit in  a circle. E ach  person  prepares three statem ents, tw o 
o f  w hich  are true and one o f  w hich  is a lie. In any order, the person  shares the three 
statem ents to the entire group. The object o f  the gam e is to  figure out w hich  
statem ent a lie. The rest o f  the group votes on each statem ent, and the person 
reveals w hich  one is the lie.
Two Truths and a Dream Wish. A s an in teresting  variation  to  the classic Tw o 
Truths and a L ie icebreaker, people m ay also play  a version  called  Tw o Truths and 
a D ream  W ish. Instead  o f  stating a lie, a person  says som ething that is no t true —  
yet som ething that they w ish  to be true. F or exam ple, som eone that has never been 
to H aw aii m ight say: “I have v isited  H aw aii w hen I w as young .” This in teresting 
spin often leads to unexpected, fascinating results, as people often share touching 
w ishes about their lives.
Instructions
Variation (Optional)
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Self-Esteem Journal
MONDAY
Something 1 did well today...
Today 1 had fun when...
1 felt proud when...
TUESDAY
Today 1 accomplished...
1 had a positive experience with 
(a person, place, or thing)...
Something 1 did for someone...
WEDNESDAY
1 felt good about myself when...
1 was proud of someone else...
Today was Interesting because...
THURSDAY
1 felt proud when...
A positive thing 1 witnessed...
Today 1 accomplished...
FRIDAY
Something 1 did well today...
1 had a positive experience with 
(a person, place, or thing)...
1 was proud of someone when...
SATURDAY
Today 1 had fun when...
Something 1 did for someone...
1 felt good about myself when...
SUNDAY
A positive thing 1 witnessed...
Today was Interesting because...
1 felt proud when...
TherapistAjd.com C 2014
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Character Traits
afraid * angry * artistic * athletic * awesome * 
beautiful * bold * bored * bossy * brave * 
brilliant * busy * calm * careful * charming * 
cheerful * curious * dishonest * disrespectful * 
embarrassed * evil * exciting * fair * fearful
* foolish * friendly * fun * funny * generous
* gentle * giving * greedy * grouchy * happy * 
helpful * honest * imaginative * intelligent * 
jealous * kind * lazy * lonely * loving * loyal * 
lucky * mean * messy * nervous * nice * 
nosy * polite * poor * proud * pretty * quick
* quiet * respectful * responsible * rude * sad
* selfish * serious * shy * silly * smart * 
sneaky * spoiled * strict * stubborn * sweet * 
talented * terrified * thankful * thoughtful * 
trusting * trustworthy * unfriendly * unselfish
* wacky * w ild * wise * wonderful * worried
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W ho A m  I & H ow  A m  I Seen
Self-Awareness & Building Self-Confidence
Grade Level: 9th - 12th Group Size: 6-10 students Time: 45 m inutes
ASCA Mindsets & Behaviors/ Student Standards
Prom otes the follow ing M indsets: M 1. - M 6.
B-SS 1. Use effective oral and written communication skills and listening skills 
B-SS 2. Create positive and supportive relationships with other students 
B-SS 3. Create relationships with adults that support success 
B-SS 4. Demonstrate empathy
B-SS 8. Demonstrate advocacy skills and ability to assert self, when necessary 
B-SS 9. Demonstrate social maturity and behaviors appropriate to the situation and 
environment
Adolescent Developmental Concerns Addressed: M oral; Em otional; Cognitive
Objectives
Participants will:
• G ain a better understanding o f  them selves, their interests, their dream s
• D escribe them selves in various areas o f  their life
• Think about how  others m ay see them  (consider o ther perspectives)
• Identify  w hat is accurate and w hat is not about others perceptions o f  them
Materials needed
• W ho I am  w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
• H ow  I am  seen w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
Procedure: B egin  this lesson by having a sharing circle. H ave the girls sit in a 
circle w ith their self-esteem  journa ls handy. A sk  each o f  the girls to share 1-3 
jou rna l entries that they have m ade in the past w eek.
N ext, introduce the lesson topic and handout both w orksheets (1 copy for 
each group m em ber). H ave the group m em bers com plete both  w orksheets and 
then afterw ards have the girls share a few  things for each. Then hold a group 
discussion pertain ing  to w hat the girls have learned, and gotten  out o f  the lesson 
activ ity .
C onclude this session (and each session after) w ith a friendship circle. The 
friendship circle involves group m em bers standing/ sitting in a circle, crossing
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their righ t arm s over their left, and clasping hands w ith  the girls on both  sides. 
Everyone then gives them selves a silent positive affirm ation (com plim ent) as 
a friendship  squeeze is passed  from  hand  to hand  around the circle.
This lesson was created based on the following resource
https://w w w .teacherspayteachers.com /S tore/Pathw ay-2-Success
Images retrieved from:
https://w w w .teacherspayteachers.com /S tore/Pathw ay-2-Success
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N a m e : D a te :
Who I Am
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N a m e : ___________________________________  D a t e : ________________
How I’m Seen
D irections: Think about how  other people in the w orld  see you. F ill out the chart 
below  w ith  each o f  their perspectives in m ind
Who? How Do They See Me?
M y Parents
M y teachers
M y Friends
O ther K ids at School
Consider This: What is accurate and what isn’t? Is there any part you ’d like to
change? Why?
(You actually can only control what YOU do and think, NOT what anyone else
does!)
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M y V alues & B eliefs
Self-Awareness & Building Self-Confidence
Grade Level: 9th - 12th Group Size: 6-10 students Time: 45 m inutes
ASCA Mindsets & Behaviors/ Student Standards
Prom otes the follow ing M indsets: M 1. - M 6.
B-SS 1. Use effective oral and written communication skills and listening skills 
B-SS 2. Create positive and supportive relationships with other students 
B-SS 3. Create relationships with adults that support success 
B-SS 4. Demonstrate empathy
B-SS 5. Demonstrate ethical decision- making and social responsibility 
B-SS 8. Demonstrate advocacy skills and ability to assert self, when necessary 
B-SS 9. Demonstrate social maturity and behaviors appropriate to the situation and 
environment
Adolescent Developmental Concerns Addressed: M oral; Em otional
Objectives
Participants will:
• Identify  their ow n personal values and beliefs in various areas o f  their life
• Identify  their ow n personal values and beliefs about the w orld
• Identify  their ow n personal values and beliefs about them selves
Materials needed
• M y values and beliefs w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
• S tatem ents about the w orld  w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
• S tatem ents about m y se lf w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
Procedure: B egin  this lesson by having a sharing circle. H ave the girls sit in a 
circle w ith  their self-esteem  journals  handy. A sk each o f  the girls to share 1-3 
jou rna l entries that they have m ade in the past w eek.
N ext, introduce the lesson topic and handout all 3 w orksheets (1 copy for 
each group m em ber). H ave the group m em bers com plete the M y V alues & B eliefs 
w orksheet and then afterw ards have the girls share w ith  their group. Continue this 
for the next 2 w orksheets and then  hold  a group d iscussion pertain ing  to w hat the 
girls have learned, and gotten out o f  the lesson activity.
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C onclude th is session (and each session after) w ith  a friendship  circle. The 
friendship circle involves group m em bers standing/ sitting in  a circle, crossing 
their righ t arm s over their left, and clasping hands w ith  the girls on both  sides. 
Everyone then gives them selves a silent positive affirm ation (com plim ent) as 
a friendship  squeeze is passed  from  hand  to hand  around the circle.
This lesson was created based on the following resource
https://w w w .teacherspayteachers.com /S tore/Pathw ay-2-Success
Images retrieved from:
https://w w w .teacherspayteachers.com /S tore/Pathw ay-2-Success
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N a m e : ___________________________________  D a t e : ________________________
M y  V a lu e s  and B e lie f s
A  huge part o f  know ing yo u rse lf  is understanding  and recognizing  your ow n 
personal values and beliefs. W ill your values and beliefs be different from  your 
parents, teachers, and friends? Probably! A gain, it m akes you w ho you are as an 
individual.
Y our values and beliefs w ill m ost likely  change over tim e, too. A s you grow , you 
w ill read, see, and  experience m ore in the w orld. This w ill m old  and shift your ow n 
values/beliefs over tim e.
Consider each idea below and write your own personal opinions. How important is 
each idea? What does it mean to you? Then, discuss with a group or partner.
Ideas What I Think: My Beliefs & Values
Fam ily
C lothes & Looks
M anners/ R espect
Sports
E ducation
M oney
Friendship
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N a m e : ____________________________________  D a t e : _______________________
My Values and Beliefs
S ta tem en ts  A b o u t th e  W orld
L e t’s consider som e statem ents about the w orld  or people in general. R ead  each 
statem ent and indicate w hether you agree or disagree on a scale from  1-5.
Then, fill in  your reasoning  and th inking  about the statem ent.
O nce you have filled  in  your beliefs, discuss w ith  a partner or group.
Statement
1 = strongly agree 
2 = agree 
3 = in between 
4 = disagree 
5 = strongly disagree
My Reasoning 
&
Thinking
“Everyone is beautiful in their own way.”
“Success is defined only by your happiness.”
“Life is what you make of it.”
“Family is the most important thing.”
“All you need is one really good friend.”
“People never change who they are.”
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N a m e :  D a te :
My Values and Beliefs
(a b o u t m y s e lf )
Y ou also have special values and  beliefs about yourself. A gain , these w ill likely 
change over tim e as you  grow  and experience m ore around you. Identify  w hether 
you agree or disagree w ith  each statem ent about yourself. Then, explain and
discuss why.
Statement
1 = strongly agree 
2 = agree 
3 = in between 
4 = disagree 
5 = strongly disagree
My Reasoning 
&
Thinking
“I am beautiful the way I am.”
“I trust myself to make my own decisions.”
“I know where I want to go with my life.”
“I have people by my side that I can trust.”
“I know what makes me unique and special.”
“I want to change something about myself.”
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Strengths & W eaknesses
Self-Awareness & Building Self-Confidence
Grade Level: 9th - 12th Group Size: 6-10 students Time: 30 m inutes
ASCA Mindsets & Behaviors/ Student Standards
Prom otes the follow ing M indsets: M 1. - M 6.
B-SS 1. Use effective oral and written communication skills and listening skills 
B-SS 2. Create positive and supportive relationships with other students 
B-SS 3. Create relationships with adults that support success 
B-SS 4. Demonstrate empathy
B-SS 9. Demonstrate social maturity and behaviors appropriate to the situation and 
environment
Adolescent Developmental Concerns Addressed: M oral; Em otional
Objectives
Participants will:
• Identify  their strengths and their w eaknesses
• U nderstand the im portance o f  identifying o n e ’s ow n strengths and 
w eaknesses
Materials needed
• Strengths & w eaknesses w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
Procedure: B egin  this lesson by having a sharing circle. H ave the girls sit in a 
circle w ith  their self-esteem  journa ls handy. A sk  each o f  the girls to share 1-3 
jou rna l entries that they have m ade in the past w eek.
N ext, introduce the lesson topic and handout the Strengths & W eaknesses 
w orksheet (1 copy for each group m em ber). H ave the group m em bers com plete 
the w orksheet and then  afterw ards have the girls share w ith their group. H old a 
group discussion pertain ing  to w hat the girls have learned, and gotten out o f  the 
lesson activity.
C onclude this session (and each session after) w ith  a friendship circle. The 
friendship circle involves group m em bers standing/ sitting in a circle, crossing 
their right arm s over their left, and clasping hands w ith  the girls on both  sides.
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E veryone then gives them selves a silent positive affirm ation (com plim ent) as 
a friendship  squeeze is passed  from  hand  to hand  around the circle.
This lesson was created based on the following resource
https://w w w .teacherspayteachers.com /S tore/Pathw ay-2-Success
Images retrieved from:
https://w w w .teacherspayteachers.com /S tore/Pathw ay-2-Success
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N a m e :  D a te :
Strengths and Weaknesses
Everyone has specific strengths and weaknesses. Some people might be skilled at 
math, but struggle with reading (or the other way around). At times, you might see 
someone who you think is great at everything, but i t ’s never true. Every single 
person has their own individual strengths and weaknesses. I t ’s what makes us
unique!
Identifying your own strengths and weaknesses can help you understand more 
about who you really are. Complete the table below. Then, discuss with a partner
or group.
What I’m Great 
At
(My Strengths)
What I’m Okay 
At
(In The Middle)
What Is Difficult For Me (My 
Weaknesses)
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C elebrating  Success & L earn in g  from  D isap pointm ents
Self-Awareness & Building Self-Confidence
Grade Level: 9th - 12th Group Size: 6-10 students Time: 45 m inutes
ASCA Mindsets & Behaviors/ Student Standards
Prom otes the follow ing M indsets: M 1. - M 6.
B-SS 1. Use effective oral and written communication skills and listening skills 
B-SS 2. Create positive and supportive relationships with other students 
B-SS 3. Create relationships with adults that support success 
B-SS 4. Demonstrate empathy
B-SS 9. Demonstrate social maturity and behaviors appropriate to the situation and 
environment
Adolescent Developmental Concerns Addressed: M oral; Em otional; C ognitive
Objectives
Participants will:
• Identify  tim es that they have experienced success
• Identify  reasons for w hy they w ere successful
• Identify  feelings about being successful
• U nderstand the im portance o f  celebrating o n e’s success
• Identify  tim es that they have experienced failure or d isappointm ent
• Identify  w hat w as learned by failing and how  the experience m ight be
helpful in the future
Materials needed
• C elebrating your success w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
• A ccepting  and learning from  disappointm ents w orksheet (1 copy for each 
student)
Procedure: B egin  this lesson by having a sharing circle. H ave the girls sit in a 
circle w ith  their self-esteem  journals  handy. A sk each o f  the girls to share 1-3 
jou rna l entries that they have m ade in the past w eek.
N ext, introduce the lesson topic and handout both  w orksheets (1 copy for 
each group m em ber). H ave the group m em bers com plete the C elebrating Y our 
Success w orksheet and then afterw ards have the girls share w ith the group.
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C ontinue this for the nex t w orksheet and then  ho ld  a group discussion pertain ing  to 
w hat the girls have learned, and gotten out o f  the lesson activity.
C onclude th is session (and each session after) w ith  a friendship  circle. The 
friendship circle involves group m em bers standing/ sitting in  a circle, crossing 
their righ t arm s over their left, and clasping hands w ith  the girls on both  sides. 
E veryone then gives them selves a silent positive affirm ation (com plim ent) as 
a friendship  squeeze is passed  from  hand  to hand  around the circle.
This lesson was created based on the following resource
https://w w w .teacherspayteachers.com /S tore/Pathw ay-2-Success
Images retrieved from:
https://w w w .teacherspayteachers.com /S tore/Pathw ay-2-Success
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N a m e :___________________________________________  D a t e : _________________
Celebrating Your Successes
A great way to help boost your self-esteem over time is to celebrate your wins and successes. You 
should acknowledge and give positive feedback to yourself when you make a good choice, do 
well on an assignment, or help someone else out. I t ’s not bragging- i t ’s just celebrating your 
successes! Brainstorm some times in the recent past that you experienced success. Pick the best 
three you can think of. Write each one below. Then, think o f reasons why you were successful in 
that specific situation (Did you study? Did you get help? Did you practice?) and finally explain 
how it made you feel.
W hen you finish, share your experiences w ith  a partner or group. R eflect upon 
w hich experience you  are m ost proud  o f  and why.
Time you did well or 
experienced success
Some reasons you were 
successful
How did it make 
you feel?
#1
#2
#3
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N am e: D a te :
Accepting and Learning from Disappointments
Everyone makes mistakes. I t’s really how we learn. It’s important that when you 
make a mistake or fail at something, you take a step back and tell yourself it was okay. 
We all experience disappointments like this.
A disappointment might be not doing well on a test, saying the wrong thing to a 
friend, not making a sports team, and much more. It is any time that things didn’t go the 
way you had hoped and/or anticipated.
Let’s consider an example:
Anna worked really hard to try and make the top (A) basketball team at her school. 
She practiced several nights a week and even missed out on some times with friends to 
practice. She ended up not making the A team and was extremely disappointed.
W hat could Anna learn from that experience? Maybe Anna learns that sometimes 
you don’t always make the top team. Could she has practiced more? Perhaps. Was she 
trying too much? Maybe. It’s important to recognize that something can always be 
learned from mistakes and failures, though.
Below, consider three examples disappointments you’ve had. Explain and identify what 
you could learn from the disappointment, including how it might help you in the future.
What mistake did you make or failure did 
you experience?
What did you learn? How 
might it help you?
#1
#2
#3
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Self-esteem  & S elf-ta lk
Self-Awareness & Building Self-Confidence
Grade Level: 9th - 12th Group Size: 6-10 students Time: 45 m inutes
ASCA Mindsets & Behaviors/ Student Standards
Prom otes the follow ing M indsets: M 1. - M 6.
B-SS 1. Use effective oral and written communication skills and listening skills 
B-SS 2. Create positive and supportive relationships with other students 
B-SS 3. Create relationships with adults that support success 
B-SS 4. Demonstrate empathy
B-SS 8. Demonstrate advocacy skills and ability to assert self, when necessary 
B-SS 9. Demonstrate social maturity and behaviors appropriate to the situation and 
environment
Adolescent Developmental Concerns Addressed: M oral; Em otional; Cognitive
Objectives
Participants will:
• D escribe self-esteem
• D escribe the difference betw een low  self-esteem  and positive self-esteem
• Identify  things can affect som eone’s self-esteem  (good/bad)
• D escribe w hat/ how  low  self-esteem  looks/ feels like
• D escribe w hat/ how  positive self-esteem  looks/ feels like
• Identify  negative versus positive self-talk
• U nderstand the im portance o f  self-talk  and its influence over our self-esteem
• D escribe the SOS technique for confronting negative self-talk
Materials needed
• W hat is self-esteem  w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
• 1 Sm all B ucket/ B asket
• Sm all strips o f  paper (pre-cut/ 5 for each student)
• Pens or pencils
• Positive self-talk  statem ents w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
• N egative self-talk  stopping technique w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
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Procedure: B egin  th is lesson by  having  a sharing circle. H ave the girls sit in a 
circle w ith  their self-esteem  jou rna ls  handy. A sk  each o f  the girls to share 1-3 
jou rna l entries that they have m ade in the past w eek.
N ext, in troduce the lesson topic and handout 5 strips o f  paper to each girl and on 
each paper have them  w rite dow n one negative self-talk  statem ent that they catch 
them selves saying about them selves. Then have them  fo ld  up the strips o f  paper 
and p lace into the bucket in the m iddle o f  the table. Then the counselor w ill read 
aloud each paper in the cup and talked  about the different statem ents. N ext, 
p rovide each girl w ill the W hat is Self-E steem ? W orksheet and discuss the groups 
responses to each question.
A fterw ards ho ld  a group discussion pertain ing  to  w hat the girls have learned, and 
gotten out o f  the lesson activity. P rovide each group m em ber w ith  the Positive 
Self-Talk Statem ents w orksheet and the N egative Self-T alk  Stopping Technique 
w orksheet (1 for each group m em ber). These w orksheets are to serve as resources 
and rem inders for the girls to  use day to day, rev iew  each o f  them  before 
concluding the session.
C onclude th is session (and each session after) w ith  a friendship circle. The 
friendship circle involves group m em bers standing/ sitting in a circle, crossing 
their righ t arm s over their left, and clasping hands w ith  the girls on both  sides. 
E veryone then gives them selves a silent positive affirm ation (com plim ent) as 
a friendship  squeeze is passed  from  hand  to hand  around the circle.
Images retrieved from:
https://w w w .pin terest.com /pin /196680708707251972/
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Name: ________________________________  Date:___________
Answer the following questions individually and then we will discuss 
them together as a group:
1. W hat is self-esteem ?
2. W hat things can a ffe c t  someone's self-esteem  (good/bad)?
3. W hat does low self-esteem  look/feel like?
4. W hat does healthy self-esteem  look/feel like?
Group Discussion: We will come together as a group and discuss the questions 
listed above, brainstorm together and share thoughts, feelings and ideas!!!
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Positive Self-Talk Statements
W hat w e tell ourselves affects our m ood and our actions, so decide to  th ink
positively!
H ere are som e statem ents to get you started!
I am determined 
I am a good and worthwhile person 
I am unique 
I am special 
I have inner strength 
I am confident 
I hold my head up high 
I am beautiful inside and out 
I am a likeable person and I like myself 
I care about others 
I am needed and worthwhile 
I am a loving person 
I have a lot to be proud of 
I have all that I need 
I am in control of my life 
I can achieve anything I want to achieve 
I am moving towards my goals 
I am in control of my choices 
I am strong and healthy 
My life has meaning and purpose 
I choose to live a healthy and positive life 
I can treat myself gently and with care 
I will look for all the good that this day can bring 
I have so much to offer 
I am taking things one step at a time 
I am important
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Negative Self-Talk Stopping Technique
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H ealth y  B ody Im age
Self-Awareness & Building Self-Confidence
Grade Level: 9th - 12th Group Size: 6-10 students Time: 45 m inutes
ASCA Mindsets & Behaviors/ Student Standards
Prom otes the follow ing M indsets: M 1. - M 6.
B-SS 1. Use effective oral and written communication skills and listening skills 
B-SS 2. Create positive and supportive relationships with other students 
B-SS 3. Create relationships with adults that support success 
B-SS 4. Demonstrate empathy
B-SS 9. Demonstrate social maturity and behaviors appropriate to the situation and 
environment
Adolescent Developmental Concerns Addressed: M oral; Em otional; C ognitive; 
Physical; Sexual
Objectives
Participants will:
• D escribe the ideal m edia body im age for fem ales.
• D escribe how  m edia im ages m ay be enhanced.
• L ist three im plied m essages about body type in advertising.
Materials needed
• M agazines, pens/ pencils
• H ealthy B ody Im age A dvertising Q uestionnaire w orksheet (1 copy for each 
student)
• C ircle o f  Influence w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
• M irror M irror w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
Procedure: B egin  this lesson by having a sharing circle. H ave the girls sit in a 
circle w ith their self-esteem  journals  handy. A sk each o f  the girls to share 1-3 
jou rna l entries that they have m ade in the past w eek.
N ext, introduce the lesson topic and handout the H ealthy B ody Im age 
A dvertising Q uestionnaire to each girl and provide them  w ith m agazines. H ave the 
girls get into pairs and select tw o ads from  the available m agazines to analyze and 
answ er the questions about each ad. N ext, review  the w orksheet and discuss the
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g irls’ responses to each question.
A fterw ards provide each girls w ith  the C ircle o f  Influence w orksheet and the 
M irror M irror w orksheet to com plete. Then hold  a group discussion pertain ing  to 
w hat the girls have learned, and gotten out o f  the lesson activity.
C onclude th is session (and each session after) w ith  a friendship circle. The 
friendship circle involves group m em bers standing/ sitting in a circle, crossing 
their righ t arm s over their left, and clasping hands w ith  the girls on both  sides. 
E veryone then gives them selves a silent positive affirm ation (com plim ent) as 
a friendship  squeeze is passed  from  hand  to hand  around the circle.
D iscussion  Q uestions
• D escribe the ideal m edia body im age for fem ales.
• D escribe how  m edia im ages m ay be enhanced.
• L ist three im plied  m essages about body  type in advertising.
This lesson was created based on the following resource
Healthy Body Image: A lesson plan for high school students. Accessed online at: 
www. extension. purdue. edu/extmedia/CFS/CF S- 737-W.pdf
Images retrieved from:
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/223139356509956283/
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Name:____________________________________________ Date:___________
Healthy Body Image Advertising Questionnaire
Get with a partner. Select two ads from the available magazines to analyze and answer 
the questions about each ad.
1. Does the ad include people with a variety of body shapes and sizes?
A. Yes
B. No
2. How do the people look in the advertisement? (W hat is their body type?)
A. Normal weight
B. Unusually thin C. Overweight
3. Do you think people who actually use the product being advertised typically have the body 
type shown in the advertisement?
A. Yes
B. No
4. Do you think the models in the ad naturally look the way they appear or do you think their 
picture or their appearance has been enhanced in some way?
A. This is their natural look.
B. The picture (or their appearance) was probably enhanced.
5. How would you say the people appear in this ad?
A. Happy/having fun
B. Unhappy
C. Neither happy nor unhappy
6. How would you describe the product being advertised?
A. Healthy
B. Unhealthy
C. Neither healthy nor unhealthy
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Name:____________________________________________ Date:___________
Circle of Influence n Body Image Perceptions
1) My (parents, mentor, teacher, etc.) say that overweight people are:
2) My (parents, mentor, teachers, etc.) say that thin people are:
3) Boys say overweight girls a re :________________________________________
4) Boys say thin girls a re :______________________________________________
5) Girls say overweight girls a re :________________________________________
6) Girls say thin girls a re :_______________________________________________
7) I fe e l______________________________________________ about my body.
8) If I woke up tomorrow and I was overweight, I would feel:
9) If I woke up tomorrow and I was thin I would feel:
In the circle below, write “my body image” in the center circle. In the outer circles 
write the different influences in your life that impact your body image.
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Name:____________________________________________ Date:_______
Mirror Mirror
Write at least 5 genuine compliments to yourself inside the mirror below. 
Practice picking up the mirror and reading those compliments to yourself. 
Remember to say them with confidence!
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H ealthy R elationsh ips
Building & Maintaining Relationships
Grade Level: 9th - 12th Group Size: 6-10 students Time: 45 m inutes
ASCA Mindsets & Behaviors/ Student Standards
Prom otes the follow ing M indsets: M 1. - M 6.
B-SS 1. Use effective oral and written communication skills and listening skills 
B-SS 2. Create positive and supportive relationships with other students 
B-SS 3. Create relationships with adults that support success 
B-SS 4. Demonstrate empathy
B-SS 5. Demonstrate ethical decision- making and social responsibility
B-SS 6. Use effective collaboration and cooperation skills
B-SS 7. Use leadership and teamwork skills to work effectively in diverse teams
B-SS 8. Demonstrate advocacy skills and ability to assert self, when necessary
B-SS 9. Demonstrate social maturity and behaviors appropriate to the situation and
environment
Adolescent Developmental Concerns Addressed: M oral; E m otional; C ognitive
Objectives
Participants will:
• Identify  the key elem ents in a healthy relationship
• Identify  healthy and unhealthy qualities in a relationship
Materials needed
• H ealthy relationships w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
• H ealthy or unhealthy w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
Procedure: B egin  this lesson by having a sharing circle. H ave the girls sit in a 
circle w ith their self-esteem  journals  handy. A sk each o f  the girls to share 1-3 
jou rna l entries that they have m ade in the past w eek.
N ext, introduce the lesson topic and handout the w orksheets (1 copy for each 
girl) and have them  review  and com plete them  both. N ext, hold a group discussion 
pertain ing  to w hat the girls have learned, and gotten out o f  the lesson activity.
C onclude this session (and each session after) w ith  a friendship circle. The 
friendship circle involves group m em bers standing/ sitting in a circle, crossing 
their right arm s over their left, and clasping hands w ith  the girls on both sides.
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E veryone then gives them selves a silent positive affirm ation (com plim ent) as 
a friendship  squeeze is passed  from  hand  to hand  around the circle.
This lesson was created based on the following resource
https://w w w .teacherspayteachers.com /S tore/Pathw ay-2-Success
Images retrieved from:
https://w w w .teacherspayteachers.com /S tore/Pathw ay-2-Success
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N a m e : __________________________________________  D a t e : ___________________
Healthy Relationships
Relationships are how you interact and get along with others. This includes your 
relationships with both boys and girls. There are several key elements to healthy 
relationships:
1. RESPECT. You should consider and value the other person’s point o f view and 
opinions. Even if  you don’t see eye-to-eye, you should try to understand where 
he/she is coming from. Respect also means no name- calling, put-downs, or 
hurtful comments.
2. SUPPORT. You should offer encouragement to the other person and be there for 
him/her when they are having a difficult time. It’s important to have positive 
support and care for each other.
3. COMPROMISE. Both people in a relationship w on’t always agree on things.
That is when you should compromise, which means you both give in a little and 
meet closer in the middle. For example, if  you want to go out to a party but your 
friend wants to stay home, you could compromise by going out tonight but staying 
home the next time, or going out for a short time and then coming home. 
Compromise is so important because it means both people are willing to work at 
the relationship and give up a little for each other.
4. BOUNDARIES. Healthy relationships also need space, including time apart from 
one another. Each person should have other hobbies and friends to spend time 
with. I t’s also important to give privacy at times, too.
5. OPENNESS. People in any type of relationship should be feel free to share what 
they are thinking. If  someone has a problem or concern, he/she should speak up 
about it. In turn, the other person should have respect and be willing to listen and 
hear his/her concerns.
For Discussion:
W hat might happen if  a relationship doesn’t have these qualities? How could you 
encourage someone else to show respect, support, or compromise?
• W hat might an unhealthy relationship look like?
• W hy is it important to have healthy relationships with others?
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N a m e :______________________________________________ D a t e : ______________
Healthy or Unhealthy?
C onsider each o f  the elem ents to a healthy  relationship  (R espect, Support, 
C om prom ise, B oundaries, O penness).
W ork w ith  a partner and create exam ples o f  a healthy versus unhealthy  relationship  
(friends, fam ily, rom antic partners, etc.) Explain  and discuss why.
Healthy Unhealthy
#1 #1
#2 #2
#3 #3
#4 #4
#5 #5
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Identify ing & C om m unicating  Feelings
Building & Maintaining Relationships
Grade Level: 9th - 12th Group Size: 6-10 students Time: 45 m inutes
ASCA Mindsets & Behaviors/ Student Standards
Prom otes the follow ing M indsets: M 1. - M 6.
B-SS 1. Use effective oral and written communication skills and listening skills 
B-SS 2. Create positive and supportive relationships with other students 
B-SS 3. Create relationships with adults that support success 
B-SS 4. Demonstrate empathy
B-SS 6. Use effective collaboration and cooperation skills
B-SS 8. Demonstrate advocacy skills and ability to assert self, when necessary
B-SS 9. Demonstrate social maturity and behaviors appropriate to the situation and
environment
Adolescent Developmental Concerns Addressed: M oral; E m otional; Cognitive
Objectives
Participants will:
• B ecom e aw are o f  and identify their feelings
• Identify  strategies for com m unicating thoughts & feelings in an effective 
and healthy w ay
• U nderstand how  and w hy it is im portant to use “I statem ents”
• D em onstrate through role p lay their ability to com m unicate thoughts and 
feelings
Materials needed
• Identify ing Feelings w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
• C om m unicating your feelings w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
• “I statem ents” w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
Procedure: B egin  this lesson by having a sharing circle. H ave the girls sit in a 
circle w ith  their self-esteem  journals  handy. A sk each o f  the girls to share 1-3 
jou rna l entries that they have m ade in the past w eek.
N ext, introduce the lesson topic and handout the w orksheets (1 copy for each 
girl) and have them  review  and com plete all 3. N ext, hold a group discussion 
pertain ing  to w hat the girls have learned, and gotten out o f  the lesson activity.
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C onclude th is session (and each session after) w ith  a friendship circle. The 
friendship circle involves group m em bers standing/ sitting in a circle, crossing 
their righ t arm s over their left, and clasping hands w ith  the girls on both  sides. 
E veryone then gives them selves a silent positive affirm ation (com plim ent) as 
a friendship  squeeze is passed  from  hand  to hand  around the circle.
This lesson was created based on the following resource
https://w w w .teacherspayteachers.com /S tore/Pathw ay-2-Success
Images retrieved from:
https://w w w .teacherspayteachers.com /S tore/Pathw ay-2-Success
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N a m e :________________________________________  Date:
Identifying Feelings
My
Feelings
What Makes Me Feel This Way What Can I Do 
About It?
H appy
M ad
Sad
W orried
E xcited
B ored
Scared
A nnoyed
N ervous
A sham ed
G uilty
Other:
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N a m e : ___________________________________________  D a t e : ___________________
Communicating Your Feelings
A huge part o f building healthy relationships is being able to share and 
communicate your feelings. Sharing your thoughts and feelings lets the other 
person know what you think, feel, want, and expect. No one is a mind reader! 
Therefore, your friend or partner can’t know what’s going on inside your head 
until you share it.
There are some simple “ground rules” or strategies for communicating your 
feelings in an effective and healthy way.
1. Talk  face to face i f  som ething is bothering  or upsetting  you. Y ou often can ’t 
tell tone or attitude online or w ith  texting, so face-to-face is the best w ay to 
g°.
2. F ind  a good tim e to share. The best tim e to ta lk  openly  is probably  w hen you 
are alone and no t involved  in anything at the m om ent (like a m ovie or other 
activity). Y ou m ight no t w ant to share your feelings about som ething in front 
o f  a group o f  o ther friends either. D epending  on w hat it is, it m ight 
em barrass or upset the other person.
3. B e honest! I t’s im portan t to share the w hole truth.
4. U se k ind  w ords. C om m unicating your feelings is N O T  a tim e to  attack the 
other person  or pu t them  dow n. These w ill no t get you anyw here, and w ill 
only hurt the other person.
5. Take tim e to  listen. O nce you  have shared your ow n concerns and thoughts, 
tru ly  take tim e to listen  to your friend  or partner.
6. U se an “I S tatem ent” . This allow s for you to share your thoughts and 
feelings w ithout b lam ing the other person.
7. F inally , m ake sure you  end the conversation w ith  som e strategies for fixing 
the problem . Y ou can ask, “W hat do you th ink  w e can do about it?” or ask, 
“N ex t tim e, can you  try  t o ______________ ” .
PRACTICE: W ith a partner or group, practice som e I Statem ents. H ow  could they 
help you?
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N a m e :___________________________________  D a te :___________________
Turn “Y O U ” Statem ents into “I” Statem ents
This w orksheet gives you the opportunity  to turn  aggressive com m unication 
(“Y O U ” statem ents), into assertive com m unication (“I” statem ents).
Examples of “YOU” statements:
• W hy are you acting so rude?
• W hy are you alw ays so nosy? I t’s none o f  your business.
Examples of “I” statements:
• I feel uncom fortab le and hurt w hen you raise your voice at me.
• I do no t feel com fortable sharing som ething so personal.
Now it’s your turn! Change these “YOU” statements into “I ” statements. 
“YOU” statement: “Y O U  m ake m e so m ad!”
“I” statements:___________________________________________________
“YOU” statement: “Y O U  have no righ t to say that to  me! ”
“I” statements:___________________________________________________
“YOU” statement: “Y O U  never listen  to m e!”
“I” statements:___________________________________________________
“YOU” statement: “Y O U  shou ldn’t feel tha t w ay .”
“I” statements:___________________________________________________
“YOU” statement: “Y O U  are too sensitive som etim es.”
“I” statements:
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E m pow ering  E ach O ther
Building & Maintaining Relationships
Grade Level: 9th - 12th Group Size: 6-10 students Time: 45 m inutes
ASCA Mindsets & Behaviors/ Student Standards
Prom otes the follow ing M indsets: M 1. - M 6.
B-SS 1. Use effective oral and written communication skills and listening skills 
B-SS 2. Create positive and supportive relationships with other students 
B-SS 3. Create relationships with adults that support success 
B-SS 4. Demonstrate empathy
B-SS 6. Use effective collaboration and cooperation skills
B-SS 7. Use leadership and teamwork skills to work effectively in diverse teams
B-SS 8. Demonstrate advocacy skills and ability to assert self, when necessary
B-SS 9. Demonstrate social maturity and behaviors appropriate to the situation and
environment
Adolescent Developmental Concerns Addressed: M oral; Em otional; Cognitive
Objectives
Participants will:
• Identify  d ifferent w ays to em pow er one another
• R eflect on em pow erm ent approaches that can be utilized in real-life 
scenarios
Materials needed
• E m pow ering each other w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
Procedure: B egin this lesson by having a sharing circle. H ave the girls sit in a 
circle w ith their self-esteem  journa ls handy. A sk  each o f  the girls to share 1-3 
jou rna l entries that they have m ade in the past w eek.
N ext, introduce the lesson topic and handout the E m pow ering Each O ther 
w orksheet (1 copy for each girl) and have them  review  and com plete it. N ext, hold 
a group discussion pertain ing  to w hat the girls have learned, and gotten out o f  the 
lesson activity.
C onclude this session (and each session after) w ith  a friendship circle. The 
friendship circle involves group m em bers standing/ sitting in a circle, crossing 
their right arm s over their left, and clasping hands w ith  the girls on both sides.
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E veryone then gives them selves a silent positive affirm ation (com plim ent) as 
a friendship  squeeze is passed  from  hand  to hand  around the circle.
This lesson was created based on the following resource
https://w w w .teacherspayteachers.com /S tore/Pathw ay-2-Success
Images retrieved from:
https://w w w .teacherspayteachers.com /S tore/Pathw ay-2-Success
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N a m e : ____________________________________________  D a t e : _____________
Empowering Each Other
Girls need to stick together and empower each other. That means giving each other 
strength, positivity, and encouragement so we can all reach our own individual potentials.
Sometimes girls end up competing with one another. It might make one girl feel better for 
a short period of time to try and “out do” someone else. However, sending positive vibes, words, 
and feelings is a much better long term solution. Not only will you help someone else feel better, 
but you’ll also feel great being kind to someone else.
To empower each other, you can give a compliment, start a conversation, say something 
nice, listen, help someone, or give encouragement. Together, girls can be a positive force that no 
one can break!
Read the examples below. Discuss and list ways that you could help empower and 
encourage the girl in each scenario._________________________________________
Scenario Ways to empower/ encourage ...
#1 E l la  is  s i t t in g  a lo n e  a t 
lu n c h . Y o u  d o n ’t  k n o w  h e r  
v e r y  w e l l  b u t  y o u  c a n  te l l  
s h e  lo o k s  sad .
#2 Y o u  se e  s o m e o n e  s la m  
J a s m in e ’s b o o k s  d o w n  a n d  
w a lk  a w a y  la u g h in g . 
J a s m in e  is  p ic k in g  th e m  u p  
o n  h e r  o w n
#3 A f te r  g e t t in g  a  m a th  
te s t  b a c k ,  th e  g ir l  s i t t in g  
n e x t  to  y o u  m e n t io n s  th a t  
s h e  d id  h o r r ib le  a n d  
c ru m p le s  u p  h e r  te s t .
#4 A u b r e y  c o m e s  in to  
c la s s  w i th  b r ig h t  r e d  d y e d  
h a ir .  M a n y  p e o p le  a re  
s ta r in g  a t  h e r .
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A ccep tin g  D ifferen ces & F inding C om m onalities
Building & Maintaining Relationships
Grade Level: 9th - 12th Group Size: 6-10 students Time: 45 m inutes
ASCA Mindsets & Behaviors/ Student Standards
Prom otes the follow ing M indsets: M 1. - M 6.
B-SS 1. Use effective oral and written communication skills and listening skills 
B-SS 2. Create positive and supportive relationships with other students 
B-SS 3. Create relationships with adults that support success 
B-SS 4. Demonstrate empathy
B-SS 6. Use effective collaboration and cooperation skills
B-SS 7. Use leadership and teamwork skills to work effectively in diverse teams
B-SS 9. Demonstrate social maturity and behaviors appropriate to the situation and
environment
Adolescent Developmental Concerns Addressed: M oral; Em otional
Objectives
Participants will:
• U nderstand the difference betw een accepting and agreeing
• D evelop respectful reactions to differences
• Identify  sim ilarities and differences betw een them selves and a partner
• U nderstand how  having both sim ilarities and differences can be a good th ing
Materials needed
• A ccepting differences w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
• F inding things in com m on w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
Procedure: B egin  this lesson by having a sharing circle. H ave the girls sit in a 
circle w ith their self-esteem  journals  handy. A sk each o f  the girls to share 1-3 
jou rna l entries that they have m ade in the past w eek.
N ext, introduce the lesson topic and handout both w orksheets (1 copy for each 
girl) and have them  review  and com plete both. N ext, hold a group discussion 
pertain ing  to w hat the girls have learned, and gotten out o f  the lesson activity.
C onclude this session (and each session after) w ith  a friendship circle. The 
friendship circle involves group m em bers standing/ sitting in a circle, crossing 
their right arm s over their left, and clasping hands w ith  the girls on both sides.
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E veryone then gives them selves a silent positive affirm ation (com plim ent) as 
a friendship  squeeze is passed  from  hand  to hand  around the circle.
This lesson was created based on the following resource
https://w w w .teacherspayteachers.com /S tore/Pathw ay-2-Success
Images retrieved from:
https://w w w .teacherspayteachers.com /S tore/Pathw ay-2-Success
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N a m e : ________________________________________  D a t e : ______________
Accepting Differences
Not everyone sees the world exactly like you do. It would be totally boring if 
everyone did! As you get older, it becomes more and more important that you learn to 
accept others’ differences. Accepting someone else’s beliefs or views does not mean you 
agree with them, but it means you are understanding that everyone is entitled to their 
own opinions.
L e t’s consider som e fun scenarios. For each scenario, im agine you d o n ’t 
agree w ith  it (even i f  you  D O !). H ow  could you  react in a polite, respectful, and 
accepting w ay w hen you disagree?
Scenario How Could You React?
#1 Y our best friend  dies her hair a 
m ix  o f  purple and pink. Y ou th ink  it 
looks horrible.
#2 A  friend  asks you to go to a 
concert bu t i t ’s a band  you absolutely 
hate.
#3 A  classm ate has started  w earing 
boots w ith  anim al fur. Y ou d o n ’t like 
them  because you  are for anim al 
rights.
#4 Y our best friend  tells you w hich 
guy she has a crush on. I t’s a guy you 
th ink  is a serious jerk .
#5 A  classm ate doesn ’t celebrate 
C hristm as, even though everyone 
else you  know  does.
#6 A t lunch, a friend  says she hates 
basketball. I t ’s your favorite sport.
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N am e: D a te :
Finding Things in Common
D irections: W ith  a partner, discuss som e (or all) o f  the topics listed.
U se the V enn D iagram  to list w hat is sim ilar and different for you and your
partner.
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D ealing  w ith  P eer P ressure
Peer Pressure & Bullying
Grade Level: 9th - 12th Group Size: 6-10 students Time: 45 m inutes
ASCA Mindsets & Behaviors/ Student Standards
Prom otes the follow ing M indsets: M 1. - M 6.
B-SS 1. Use effective oral and written communication skills and listening skills 
B-SS 2. Create positive and supportive relationships with other students 
B-SS 3. Create relationships with adults that support success 
B-SS 4. Demonstrate empathy
B-SS 5. Demonstrate ethical decision- making and social responsibility
B-SS 6. Use effective collaboration and cooperation skills
B-SS 7. Use leadership and teamwork skills to work effectively in diverse teams
B-SS 8. Demonstrate advocacy skills and ability to assert self, when necessary
B-SS 9. Demonstrate social maturity and behaviors appropriate to the situation and
environment
Adolescent Developmental Concerns Addressed: M oral; Em otional
Objectives
Participants will:
• Be able to define w hat peer pressure is
• D evelop a strong understand  o f  their beliefs, possible outcom es, and their 
choices
• Identify  the different w ays to say “no”
• Practice and discuss how  a person  can say “no” , g iven different scenarios
Materials needed
• D ealing  w ith  peer pressure w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
• Saying no w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
Procedure: B egin  this lesson by having a sharing circle. H ave the girls sit in a 
circle w ith  their self-esteem  journals  handy. A sk each o f  the girls to share 1-3 
jou rn a l entries that they have m ade in the past w eek.
N ext, introduce the lesson topic and handout the w orksheets (1 copy for each 
girl) and have them  review  and com plete both. N ext, hold a group discussion 
pertain ing  to w hat the girls have learned, and gotten out o f  the lesson activity.
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C onclude th is session (and each session after) w ith  a friendship circle. The 
friendship circle involves group m em bers standing/ sitting in a circle, crossing 
their righ t arm s over their left, and clasping hands w ith  the girls on both  sides. 
E veryone then gives them selves a silent positive affirm ation (com plim ent) as 
a friendship  squeeze is passed  from  hand  to hand  around the circle.
This lesson was created based on the following resource
https://w w w .teacherspayteachers.com /S tore/Pathw ay-2-Success
Images retrieved from:
https://w w w .teacherspayteachers.com /S tore/Pathw ay-2-Success
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N a m e : ________________________________________  D a t e : ________________
Dealing with Peer Pressure
Peer pressure is when someone is influenced by others to do something others are 
doing. It may be something you do or do not want to do. Understanding peer pressure is 
important -  it becomes quite strong in your teen years and doesn’t completely vanish as 
you get older.
Just because others around you are doing something doesn’t necessarily make it 
right. I t’s important that you stick with your own morals, values, and beliefs when you 
encounter these types o f situations. This can become very challenging when you want to 
fit in and be accepted by others.
There are no clear or simple answers when it comes to peer pressure. You should 
consider these questions, though: Is this safe? Will this make me happy? Do I agree with 
this? What are the consequences for this?
Below contains a table of some topics related to peer pressure. For each topic, 
consider your own personal beliefs, what the possible outcomes could be, and what 
the best choice would be.
Topic/
Situation
My
Beliefs
Possible Outcomes My
Choice
#1 Sm oking 
cigarettes
#2 B ully ing/ 
being m ean to 
others
#3 C oping on 
a test or quiz
#4 D ieting  to 
be th inner
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N a m e : _________________________________________  D a t e : ________________
Saying No
Sometimes when someone asks you to do something, you might feel like you need 
to say yes. This is especially true if  you’re trying to be nice or just go with the flow. It’s 
an incredibly important message to know that you can (and sometimes should) say no.
Here’s an example: Mindy is shopping with all o f her friends. A good friend, 
Sarah, asks her, “Can you put this into your purse for me?” I t’s a jewelry box from the 
shelf. Mindy knows that stealing is wrong and doesn’t really want to do it. W hat should 
she do? This is a perfect example o f when Mindy should say “No.” She’s not being a bad 
friend or being difficult. Instead, she’s saying no to do what she thinks is right.
Some Ways to Say No:
“No thanks, I ’m not interested.”
“Not now, maybe later.”
“No, that’s not something I do.”
“No, I don’t want to.”
Can you  think o f  m ore?
Review the following scenarios.
Practice and discuss how each person could “say no”.
Scenario How could they “say no”
#1 Allison asks Peggy to stay out one extra 
hour later. Peggy knows she can’t or she’ll be 
grounded.
#2 Molly tries to convince Deb to skip school 
tomorrow since some other girls are doing it.
#3 Mark asks Tammy to go to the movies 
with him but she’s not interested in him as 
more than a friend.
#4 Aisha gets a text from a friend asking to 
copy last night’s homework.
#5 Carmen tells Wendy she should carry her 
books for her. Wendy doesn’t want to.
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C yberbully ing  & T ext T alk
Peer Pressure & Bullying
Grade Level: 9th - 12th Group Size: 6-10 students Time: 45 m inutes
ASCA Mindsets & Behaviors/ Student Standards
Prom otes the follow ing M indsets: M 1. - M 6.
B-SS 1. Use effective oral and written communication skills and listening skills 
B-SS 2. Create positive and supportive relationships with other students 
B-SS 3. Create relationships with adults that support success 
B-SS 4. Demonstrate empathy
B-SS 5. Demonstrate ethical decision- making and social responsibility
B-SS 6. Use effective collaboration and cooperation skills
B-SS 7. Use leadership and teamwork skills to work effectively in diverse teams
B-SS 8. Demonstrate advocacy skills and ability to assert self, when necessary
B-SS 9. Demonstrate social maturity and behaviors appropriate to the situation and
environment
Adolescent Developmental Concerns Addressed: M oral; Em otional
Objectives
Participants will:
• D efine the different form s o f  bully ing
• D efine the follow ing: bully, target, bystander
• Identify  w ays to deal w ith bully ing and cyberbully ing
• Identify  how  tex t or online m essages can be m isunderstood/ m isinterpreted
Materials needed
• C yberbully ing w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
• Texting vs. in Person w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
Procedure: B egin  this lesson by having a sharing circle. H ave the girls sit in a 
circle w ith their self-esteem  journa ls handy. A sk  each o f  the girls to share 1-3 
jou rna l entries that they have m ade in the past w eek.
N ext, introduce the lesson topic and handout the w orksheets (1 copy for each 
girl) and have them  review  and com plete both. N ext, hold a group discussion 
pertain ing  to w hat the girls have learned, and gotten out o f  the lesson activity. 
C onclude this session (and each session after) w ith  a friendship circle. The
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friendship circle involves group m em bers standing/ sitting in a circle, crossing 
their righ t arm s over their left, and clasping hands w ith  the girls on both  sides. 
E veryone then gives them selves a silent positive affirm ation (com plim ent) as 
a friendship  squeeze is passed  from  hand  to hand  around the circle.
This lesson was created based on the following resource:
https://w w w .teacherspayteachers.com /S tore/Pathw ay-2-Success
Images retrieved from:
https://w w w .teacherspayteachers.com /S tore/Pathw ay-2-Success
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N am e:_________________________________  D ate :____________
Cyberbullying
Cyberbullying is a serious problem. It is similar to face-to-face bullying, but 
sometimes even worse because the bully can hide behind a phone or computer screen.
Cyberbullying is when someone is targeted in a negative way using texting or 
online. Examples might be posting embarrassing or mean pictures online o f someone, 
making fake profiles, creating and sending rumors, and sending mean messages.
Many cyberbullies feel comfortable online because they are not face-to-face with 
their victim. Remember that if  you wouldn’t say it to someone’s face, you definitely 
should NOT be writing it online.
How Should You Deal with Cyberbullying?
• D on’t respond. Responding only encourages the bully to keep messaging or 
posting. Definitely don’t say anything negative or mean, either, as this makes you 
involved in the cyberbullying, too.
• If  someone is saying mean things to you, save the messages as a screenshot. This 
will serve as proof when you need to show an adult.
• Block or report the person if  you can.
• If  you receive a forwarded text or email with something that you think might be 
cyberbullying, tell an adult right away. Do NOT send the message to anyone else, 
as this makes you part o f the chain.
• Messages, photos, and videos can be forwarded and spread very quickly. I t’s 
important to tell an adult so that those are dealt with right away.
• Tell an adult about any threats or continued problems. It might seem like a joke, 
but cyberbullying is a serious matter. The adult can help you figure out what is 
best to do.
What Else Can You Do?
• Remember that cyberbullying isn’t your fault. Try to not take it personally.
• The cyberbully is saying hurtful things on purpose to upset you, but it really has 
everything to do with them and not you.
• Put your phone or computer away for a bit. Spend time doing other positive things 
that you enjoy.
• Talk to a trusted adult or friend. If  you feel like you may need help with some 
issues online, it’s always better to talk to someone and make sure you’re doing the 
right thing.
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N a m e : ________________________________________  D a t e : _________________
Texting vs. In Person
Texting and online chat d o n ’t convey m essages the sam e as in person. Y ou m ight 
th ink  you are saying som ething positive online or in  text, bu t the o ther person 
could take it an entirely  d ifferent way.
Text Talk
L e t’s consider som e statem ents and m essages. Im agine that they  are said online. 
C om e up w ith  at least tw o possible w ays that each m essages can be understood or 
interpreted.
Text or Online Message At least 2 Ways it Can be Interpreted
“Thanks a lo t for helping m e on 1.
that assignm ent. W hat. A. 2.
F riend .”
“H O W  C O U LD  U  D O 1.
T H A T ????” 2.
“D o n ’t ever ta lk  to  m e againnnn. 1.
H aha” 2.
“I ’m  soooo done w ith  th is .” 1.
2.
“W hatever. I d o n ’t care.” 1.
2.
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Standing Up for Y o u rse lf & O thers
Peer Pressure & Bullying
Grade Level: 9th - 12th Group Size: 6-10 students Time: 45 m inutes
ASCA Mindsets & Behaviors/ Student Standards
Prom otes the follow ing M indsets: M 1. - M 6.
B-SS 1. Use effective oral and written communication skills and listening skills 
B-SS 2. Create positive and supportive relationships with other students 
B-SS 3. Create relationships with adults that support success 
B-SS 4. Demonstrate empathy
B-SS 5. Demonstrate ethical decision- making and social responsibility
B-SS 6. Use effective collaboration and cooperation skills
B-SS 7. Use leadership and teamwork skills to work effectively in diverse teams
B-SS 8. Demonstrate advocacy skills and ability to assert self, when necessary
B-SS 9. Demonstrate social maturity and behaviors appropriate to the situation and
environment
Adolescent Developmental Concerns Addressed: M oral; Em otional
Objectives
Participants will:
• D escribe the differences betw een passive, aggressive, and assertive 
com m unication styles
• U nderstand w hy assertive com m unication is the m ost effective strategy
• Identify  techniques to use to stand up for y o u rse lf
• Identify  alternatives for w hen standing up d o esn ’t w ork
• U nderstand the im portance o f  standing up for others
• Identify  w ays to stand up for others
Materials needed
• S tanding up for y o u rse lf  w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
• S tanding up for others w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
• A ssertive vs. A ggressive w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
Procedure: B egin  this lesson by having a sharing circle. H ave the girls sit in a 
circle w ith their self-esteem  journals  handy. A sk each o f  the girls to share 1-3 
jou rna l entries that they have m ade in the past w eek.
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N ext, in troduce the lesson topic and handout all 3  w orksheets (1 copy for each 
girl) and have them  rev iew  and com plete each separately. N ext, ho ld  a group 
discussion pertain ing  to  w hat the girls have learned, and gotten out o f  the lesson 
activity.
C onclude th is session (and each session after) w ith  a friendship circle. The 
friendship circle involves group m em bers standing/ sitting in a circle, crossing 
their righ t arm s over their left, and clasping hands w ith  the girls on both  sides. 
E veryone then gives them selves a silent positive affirm ation (com plim ent) as 
a friendship  squeeze is passed  from  hand  to hand  around the circle.
This lesson was created based on the following resource
https://w w w .teacherspayteachers.com /S tore/Pathw ay-2-Success
Images retrieved from:
https://w w w .teacherspayteachers.com /S tore/Pathw ay-2-Success
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N a m e :________________________________________  D a t e : ______________
Standing Up for Y ourself
I f  som eone isn ’t treating  you w ith  respect, you  should feel com fortable and 
confident to stand up for yourself. I f  you ignore the m istreatm ent or let it happen, it 
m ay no t get better. Som etim es, it even gets w orse over tim e.
How Can You Stand Up for Yourself?
To stand up for yourself, first you should stand up tall and show  you are confident. 
L ook  the person  righ t in the eyes. Then, you should use an assertive tone w ith  the 
person  being m ean to you. Y ou can tell them , “Leave m e alone” or “M ind  your 
ow n business” . Y ou d o n ’t w ant to say anything m ean back  to them , as this can 
m ake the situation w orse.
What If That Doesn’t Work?
• L et a good friend  know  you are having trouble w ith  one particu lar person. 
Y our friend  can have your back, be there for support, and even jo in  you if  
you need  to be around the other person.
• Talk  to  a trusted  adult. Talking to an adult doesn ’t m ean you are tattling  or 
being a baby. I t ’s a w ay o f  getting extra support and assurance you  are doing 
the righ t thing. Y ou d o n ’t even necessarily  need  h im /her to intervene, but 
letting  them  know  w ill help keep an eye out for the behaviors that are 
bothering  you.
• K eep a positive attitude. Som eone being  m ean to  you  ultim ately  w ants the 
pow er and w ants you to feel m iserable. There is noth ing  like show ing that it 
w o n ’t w ork  on you!
A C T IT O U T
W ith a partner or group, act out a situation w here som eone is being  m ean or rude 
to you. U se the strategies above to show  that you can stand up for y o u rse lf in a 
respectful bu t assertive w ay.
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N a m e : ________________________________________  D a t e : _________________
Standing Up for Others
Everyone knows that bullying and mean behavior happens. Even if  you’re not part o f it, 
you really ARE part o f it. If  you see someone being mean or hurtful to someone else, you 
have the choice o f standing by and letting it happen or standing up for someone else.
It’s important to stand up for others
Why? First, it sends a strong message to the person being mean that it w on’t be tolerated 
or allowed. It may even give others strength to stand up against the mean behavior. Also, 
standing up for someone else gives the person being bullied some comfort. It tells him or 
her that they are not alone. Finally, standing up for others will help you feel better, too.
Ways to Stand Up for Others
• D o n ’t w atch, encourage, laugh at, or partic ipate in the bu lly ing  or m ean 
behavior.
• G et the person  being m istreated  aw ay from  the bully. Y ou can say, “Com e 
on, I need  to ta lk  to you about som ething.”
• Tell others to m ind  their ow n business or leave h im /her alone. O ffer to talk  
to the person  and any other support he/she m ay need.
Respond to the questions on your own and then discuss with a partner or 
group:
1. C an you th ink  o f  a tim e som eone else stood up for you? H ow  did it m ake you 
feel?
2. Is it okay to stand up for som eone even i f  you  d o n ’t really  like him or her?
3. W hen and w here are som e places and tim es you m ight need  to stand up for 
others?
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N a m e :________________________________________  D a t e : ___________________
Assertive vs. Aggressive
While communicating with others, there are different styles and approaches you 
can take to try and share your opinion. You can be passive, assertive, or 
aggressive.
❖ Being passive m eans letting others decide th ings for you  and being  easily 
overruled. This often isn ’t an effective com m unication strategy since you 
should know  your opinion m atters!
❖ Being aggressive is stating your opinion is such a strong w ay that it m ay 
offend, hurt, or bring others down. This isn ’t an effective strategy either, 
since you  w ill likely  hurt others and ru in  relationships w ith  those around 
you.
❖ Being assertive m eans stating your opinion in a strong and confident w ay, 
w hile still being  respectful to others. I t’s im portan t to be assertive som etim es 
to m ake your poin t and be taken  m ore seriously. This is the m ost effective 
strategy to com m unicate your thoughts and feelings.
Review the situations below and identify which communication style each person is 
___________________________using. How do you know?___________________________
Scenario Communication Style-
How do you know?
Jane is in a group for a math project. She has an idea for what 
to do but Maggie already gave everyone their jobs. Jane thinks 
that is probably fine.
After getting in a disagreement, Yolanda screams at Trisha and 
tells her she better not sit next to her again at lunch.
At dance team, Susana shares with the group that she found 
some cool routines she found online and would like to share 
them.
Gina heard from a friend that Vanessa was talking about her. 
Gina went to Vanessa directly to ask her if it was true.
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P ersonal Stress A w areness
Healthy Ways to Cope with Stress
Grade Level: 9th - 12th Group Size: 6-10 students Time: 45 m inutes
ASCA Mindsets & Behaviors/ Student Standards
Prom otes the follow ing M indsets: M 1. - M 6.
B-SS 1. Use effective oral and written communication skills and listening skills 
B-SS 2. Create positive and supportive relationships with other students 
B-SS 3. Create relationships with adults that support success 
B-SS 4. Demonstrate empathy
B-SS 8. Demonstrate advocacy skills and ability to assert self, when necessary 
B-SS 9. Demonstrate social maturity and behaviors appropriate to the situation and 
environment
B-SMS 7. Demonstrate effective coping skills when faced with a problem
Adolescent Developmental Concerns Addressed: M oral; Em otional; C ognitive; 
Physical; Sexual
Objectives
Participants will:
• Identify  their ow n personal causes o f  Stress
• Identify  their em otional, physical and behavioral reactions to stress
Materials needed
• Causes o f  stress w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
• R eactions to stress w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
• Personal stress aw areness w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
Procedure: B egin  this lesson by having a sharing circle. H ave the girls sit in a 
circle w ith their self-esteem  journa ls handy. A sk  each o f  the girls to share 1-3 
jou rn a l entries that they have m ade in the past w eek.
N ext, introduce the lesson topic and handout all 3 w orksheets (1 copy for each 
girl) and have the group review  and com plete all three separately. N ext, hold a 
group discussion pertain ing  to w hat the girls have learned, and gotten  out o f  the 
lesson activity .
C onclude this session (and each session after) w ith  a friendship circle. The 
friendship circle involves group m em bers standing/ sitting in a circle, crossing
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their righ t arm s over their left, and clasping hands w ith  the girls on both  sides. 
E veryone then gives them selves a silent positive affirm ation (com plim ent) as 
a friendship  squeeze is passed  from  hand  to hand  around the circle.
This lesson was created based on the following resource
https://w w w .teacherspayteachers.com /S tore/C arolyn-Payne
Images retrieved from:
https://w w w .teacherspayteachers.com /S tore/C arolyn-Payne
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N a m e : __________________________________________  D a t e : __________________
Causes of Stress
Everyone is affected by stress at one time or another and reacts differently to it. 
Stress is the mind and body’s reaction to challenges and pressure. With the right 
coping techniques, stress can be successfully managed.
B elow  are som e causes o f  teen  stress. C ircle any that apply to  you  currently  or 
som e you m ay have experienced in the past.
Possible Causes of Stress
Fam ily  issues and obligations P roblem s w ith  friends 
Social aw kw ardness 
P eer pressure 
B eing  bullied
School dem ands/grades and tests 
O ver Scheduling activities 
D ating  relationships
M oving or changing schools Job/em ploym ent
E xpectations o f  others
Parents
Physiological changes 
Follow ing rules 
G etting into trouble 
Feeling  em barrassed 
B eing  teased
Can you think of any other causes of teenage stress?
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N a m e : ___________________________________________ D a t e : ________________
Reactions to Stress
Stress, over a long period o f time, can overwhelm a person’s ability to cope with 
stress. Stress can affect emotions, thinking, behavior, and the body. Learn to 
recognize the symptoms and reactions to manage, reduce or eliminate stressful
situations.
Circle som e reactions you  m ay have experienced  from  the three areas below .
E m otional R eactions
C rying m ore often F rustration  A nger
C onfusion O verw helm ed Im patience
Shock Sadness H elp less and hopeless
Fear A nxiety  N ervousness D epression
P hysica l R eactions
H eadaches M uscle tension  Stom ach problem s
Sw eating D ifficu lty  breath ing  R ap id  pulse
Fatigue F requent colds W eight loss or gain
Feeling  sick m ore often G ritting or grinding teeth
Trem bling hands R ashes, hives
B ehavioral R eactions
Isolation Sleeping too m uch or too little Sm oking, alcohol or drug use
D ifficu lty  concentrating D o esn ’t consider consequences
Procrastinating  or neglecting  responsib ilities H urt m y se lf or som eone else
P oor ju d g m en t A void ing  Parents R ebellion  L ying  and m aking excuses 
A ggressive behavior/v io lence L ack  o f  m otivation and effort in school
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N a m e : __________________________________________  D a t e : __________
Personal Stress Awareness
Teens can experience a lo t o f  stress— school pressures, fam ily  issues and 
obligations, dating, friendships, school dem ands, and scheduling too m any 
activities. B e aw are o f  the causes o f  stress.
What causes you stress?
What things in your life are causing you the most stress?
What stressful situations are in your control? (relationships, school, etc.)
What stressful situations are out of your control? (family issues, moving, etc.)
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C oping w ith  Stress
Healthy Ways to Cope with Stress
Grade Level: 9th - 12th Group Size: 6-10 students Time: 45 m inutes
ASCA Mindsets & Behaviors/ Student Standards
Prom otes the follow ing M indsets: M 1. - M 6.
B-SS 1. Use effective oral and written communication skills and listening skills 
B-SS 2. Create positive and supportive relationships with other students 
B-SS 3. Create relationships with adults that support success 
B-SS 4. Demonstrate empathy
B-SS 9. Demonstrate social maturity and behaviors appropriate to the situation and 
environment
B-SMS 7. Demonstrate effective coping skills when faced with a problem
Adolescent Developmental Concerns Addressed: M oral; Em otional; Cognitive; 
Physical; Sexual
Objectives
Participants will identify:
• H ow  they usually  handle stress
• W hich strategies are successful versus unsuccessful
• W hat stressors can be elim inated or avoided
• E xam ples o f  positive stress in their life
• H ow  they handle positive stress
• W hether or not positive stress m otivates them  or helps them  to perform
Materials needed
• H ow  do you cope w ith stress? w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
• Positive stress w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
Procedure: B egin  this lesson by having a sharing circle. H ave the girls sit in a 
circle w ith their self-esteem  journals  handy. A sk each o f  the girls to share 1-3 
jou rna l entries that they have m ade in the past w eek.
N ext, introduce the lesson topic and handout both w orksheets (1 copy for each 
girl) and have the group rev iew  and com plete each. N ext, hold a group discussion 
pertain ing  to w hat the girls have learned, and gotten out o f  the lesson activity. 
C onclude this session (and each session after) w ith  a friendship circle. The
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friendship circle involves group m em bers standing/ sitting in a circle, crossing 
their righ t arm s over their left, and clasping hands w ith  the girls on both  sides. 
E veryone then gives them selves a silent positive affirm ation (com plim ent) as 
a friendship  squeeze is passed  from  hand  to hand  around the circle.
This lesson was created based on the following resource
https://w w w .teacherspayteachers.com /S tore/C arolyn-Payne
Images retrieved from:
https://w w w .teacherspayteachers.com /S tore/C arolyn-Payne
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N a m e : _____________________________________________  D a t e : ____________
How Do You Cope with Stress?
Learning  how  to cope w ith  stress in healthy positive w ays can help m anage any 
stressful situation that com es along.
How do you usually handle stress?
Which of those strategies are successful?
Which of those strategies are unsuccessful?
What stressors can you avoid or eliminate?
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N a m e : _____________________________________________  D a t e : _______________
Positive Stress
Even the most positive and exciting events can cause stress. Stress can motivate a 
person to perform well, keep focused and energized. For example, feeling stressed 
about a test coming up can motivate you to study more.
B elow  is list o f  exam ples o f  positive stress. Circle all that apply to you.
School hom ew ork  and tests H igh school graduation N ew  school
D ating  relationships Sports P lanning  for
college
E xtracurricu lar activities Job F riendship  R oller coaster ride 
Give some examples of positive stress in your life.
How do you handle positive stress?
Does this type of stress ever help you to perform or motivate you?
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W hat A re Y ou in C ontrol of?
Healthy Ways to Cope with Stress
Grade Level: 9th - 12th Group Size: 6-10 students Time: 45 m inutes
ASCA Mindsets & Behaviors/ Student Standards
Prom otes the follow ing M indsets: M 1. - M 6.
B-SS 1. Use effective oral and written communication skills and listening skills 
B-SS 2. Create positive and supportive relationships with other students 
B-SS 3. Create relationships with adults that support success 
B-SS 4. Demonstrate empathy
B-SS 9. Demonstrate social maturity and behaviors appropriate to the situation and 
environment
B-SMS 7. Demonstrate effective coping skills when faced with a problem 
Adolescent Developmental Concerns Addressed: M oral; Em otional; Cognitive 
Objectives
Participants will identify:
• W hat situations they are in control
• W hat situations they are not in control o f
• H ow  they have control in various areas o f  their life
Materials needed
• W hat are you in control of? w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
Procedure: B egin this lesson by having a sharing circle. H ave the girls sit in a 
circle w ith  their self-esteem  journals  handy. A sk each o f  the girls to share 1-3 
jou rn a l entries that they have m ade in the past w eek.
N ext, introduce the lesson topic and handout the W hat A re Y ou in Control of? 
w orksheet (1 copy for each girl) and have them  review  and com plete it. N ext, hold 
a group discussion pertain ing  to w hat the girls have learned, and gotten out o f  the 
lesson activity .
C onclude this session (and each session after) w ith a friendship circle. The 
friendship circle involves group m em bers standing/ sitting in a circle, crossing 
their right arm s over their left, and clasping hands w ith the girls on both sides. 
Everyone then gives them selves a silent positive affirm ation (com plim ent) as 
a friendship squeeze is passed  from  hand to hand around the circle.
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This lesson was created based on the following resource
https://w w w .teacherspayteachers.com /S tore/C arolyn-Payne
Images retrieved from:
https://w w w .teacherspayteachers.com /S tore/C arolyn-Payne
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N a m e : __________________________________________  D a t e : ____________
What Are You in Control of?
Recognize that there are situations you can control and cannot control.
A re  y o u  g e t t in g  s tr e s s e d  a b o u t  s i tu a t io n s  th a t  a re  a c tu a l ly  in  y o u r
c o n tro l?
D e s c r ib e  h o w  y o u  h a v e  c o n tro l  in  e a c h  c a te g o ry .
P ersonal style: Sports/ activities: School/ classroom :
1 . 1 . 1 .
2 . 2 . 2.
3. 3. 3.
P ersonal tim e: H om e: A t-risk  behaviors:
1 . 1 . 1 .
2 . 2 . 2.
3. 3. 3.
R elationsh ips:
1.
2.
3
C om m unity:
1.
2.
3.
O ther:
1.
2.
3 .
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T houghts, F eelings, B ehaviors
Healthy Ways to Cope with Stress
Grade Level: 9th - 12th Group Size: 6-10 students Time: 45 m inutes
ASCA Mindsets & Behaviors/ Student Standards
Prom otes the follow ing M indsets: M 1. - M 6.
B-SS 1. Use effective oral and written communication skills and listening skills 
B-SS 2. Create positive and supportive relationships with other students 
B-SS 3. Create relationships with adults that support success 
B-SS 4. Demonstrate empathy
B-SS 9. Demonstrate social maturity and behaviors appropriate to the situation and 
environment
B-SMS 7. Demonstrate effective coping skills when faced with a problem 
Adolescent Developmental Concerns Addressed: M oral; Em otional; C ognitive
Objectives
Participants will:
• U nderstand how  thoughts lead to feelings w hich then  lead to actions
• U nderstand how  negative thoughts generate negative feelings, and then  
negative behaviors
• Be able to replace negative thoughts w ith  positive ones
Materials needed
• Thoughts, feelings, behaviors w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
• R eplacing  negative thoughts w ith positive ones w orksheet (1 copy for each 
student)
Procedure: B egin  this lesson by having a sharing circle. H ave the girls sit in a 
circle w ith their self-esteem  journals  handy. A sk each o f  the girls to share 1-3 
jou rna l entries that they have m ade in the past w eek.
N ext, introduce the lesson topic and handout both w orksheets (1 copy for each 
girl) and have the group review  and com plete each. N ext, hold a group discussion 
pertain ing  to w hat the girls have learned, and gotten out o f  the lesson activity.
C onclude this session (and each session after) w ith a friendship circle. The 
friendship circle involves group m em bers standing/ sitting in a circle, crossing 
their right arm s over their left, and clasping hands w ith the girls on both sides.
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E veryone then gives them selves a silent positive affirm ation (com plim ent) as 
a friendship  squeeze is passed  from  hand  to hand  around the circle.
This lesson was created based on the following resource
https://w w w .teacherspayteachers.com /S tore/C arolyn-Payne
Images retrieved from:
https://w w w .teacherspayteachers.com /S tore/C arolyn-Payne
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N a m e : _____________________________________________  D a t e : _______________
Thoughts, Feelings, Behaviors
When a situation or event occurs, we start to formulate thoughts that lead to feelings and to then 
actions. It is hard to be positive when stressful or bad things are happening in life. Sometimes 
people get trapped into negative thinking patterns if  they feel their circumstances are too
overwhelming.
THOUGHTS
BEHAVIOR L---------------------- \  FEELINGS
< ►
Think about several recent tasks or situations. Do you generally respond in a positive or negative 
way? List some thoughts you had about it, how you felt, and how you acted. Notice if your 
thoughts are mostly positive or negative.
Thoughts Feelings Behaviors
Examples:
My friend is a liar.
I might fail my math test.
Angry, distrust 
Anxious, worried, nervous
End the friendship 
Study more
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N a m e : __________________________________________  D a t e : __________________
Replacing Negative Thoughts with Positive Ones
B e aw are o f  how  often and in w hat circum stances you  have negative thoughts.
W ill those thoughts cause self-sabotaging behaviors? C hallenge negative thoughts 
by asking yo u rse lf questions. Is there another w ay to  look at this? W hat can I do to 
change this situation? R eplace negative thoughts w ith  positive ones. P ractic ing  
positive thoughts enables you to m ake helpful and effective changes.
Replace negative responses with positive ones listed below.
Negative Thoughts Positive Thoughts
M y parents w ill never understand  me.
M y friends are dum b.
I hate the w ay I look.
I w ill alw ays be lonely.
N oth ing  ever goes m y way.
I alw ays m ake m istakes.
I t ’s no t going to w ork  out, w hy try?
I hate m y school.
I w ill never pass th is class.
I w ill never go to college.
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Stress M anagem ent P lan
Healthy Ways to Cope with Stress
Grade Level: 9th - 12th Group Size: 6-10 students Time: 45 m inutes
ASCA Mindsets & Behaviors/ Student Standards
Prom otes the follow ing M indsets: M 1. - M 6.
B-SS 1. Use effective oral and written communication skills and listening skills 
B-SS 2. Create positive and supportive relationships with other students 
B-SS 3. Create relationships with adults that support success 
B-SS 4. Demonstrate empathy
B-SS 9. Demonstrate social maturity and behaviors appropriate to the situation and 
environment
B-SMS 7. Demonstrate effective coping skills when faced with a problem 
Adolescent Developmental Concerns Addressed: Em otional; C ognitive
Objectives
Participants will:
• D evelop a personalized  stress m anagem ent p lan
• Identify  and dem onstrate relaxation  techniques
• Identify  and dem onstrate stress reliever techniques
Materials needed
• M y stress m anagem ent p lan  w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
• R elaxation  techniques w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
• Stress relievers w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
Procedure: B egin  this lesson by having a sharing circle. H ave the girls sit in a 
circle w ith their self-esteem  journa ls handy. A sk  each o f  the girls to share 1-3 
jou rna l entries that they have m ade in the past w eek.
N ext, introduce the lesson topic and handout the R elaxation  T echniques and 
Stress R elievers w orksheet (1 copy for each girl) and have them  review  and circle 
ones that in terest/ w ork  for them . N ext, p rovide each girl w ith  a M y Stress 
M anagem ent P lan w orksheet, have them  com plete it and then  hold a group 
discussion pertain ing  to w hat the girls have learned, and gotten out o f  the lesson 
activity.
C onclude this session (and each session after) w ith  a friendship circle. The
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friendship circle involves group m em bers standing/ sitting in a circle, crossing 
their righ t arm s over their left, and clasping hands w ith  the girls on both  sides. 
E veryone then gives them selves a silent positive affirm ation (com plim ent) as 
a friendship  squeeze is passed  from  hand  to hand  around the circle.
This lesson was created based on the following resource
https://w w w .teacherspayteachers.com /S tore/C arolyn-Payne
Images retrieved from:
https://w w w .teacherspayteachers.com /S tore/C arolyn-Payne
N a m e : _____________________________________________  D a t e : _______________
M y Stress M anagem ent P lan
Goals to manage my stress:
I will keep a positive attitude by... I will seek support from...
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For physical activity, I w i l l .  I can achieve a health body by...
I plan to use relaxation techniques... I can manage time better by...
I will maintain healthy relationships by... For break time, I can..
I can manage school responsibilities b y .  I will avoid..
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N a m e : ___________________________________________ D a t e : ________________
Relaxation Techniques
Muscle Tension
!  Slowly tense muscle groups, squeezing as tightly as you can and hold for a count of ten, 
and the relax.
!  Follow the same sequence from your feet and work your way up to your face.
Meditate
!  Sit in a comfortable and quiet place with your eyes closed.
!  Breath in and out slowly.
!  Focus your attention on breathing and positive self-talk.
!  Let any distracting thoughts float by like clouds.
Journaling
!  Describe stressful situations and write about your thoughts and feelings.
!  Writing can let go of pent up negativity and be a way to help calm the mind.
Stress Ball
!  Squeeze a stress ball. It’s easy and portable!
Breathing Exercises
!  Breathe in deeply.
!  Hold your breath for a minute. Release it slowly.
!  Repeat the deep breathing until you feel relaxed.
Connect with others
!  Reach out to friends or family.
!  Talk about what concerns you and get a fresh perspective or opinion from others.
Get Moving
!  Exercise! Take a walk, run, swim or try yoga.
!  Dance or punch the air around you.
!  Do some stretching exercises like reaching for the ceiling, head rolls or shoulder shrugs.
Count backward
!  Slowly count to ten and then back again to calm down.
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N a m e : ___________________________________________
Stress Relievers
Healthy ways to cope with stress...
!  P ractice positive self-talk  
!  Exercise
!  E at w ell-balanced m eals three tim es per day 
!  G et enough sleep (nine t0 ten  hours a night)
!  A void  drugs, alcohol, tobacco and excess caffeine 
!  R ead  a book  
!  Journal
!  F ind  a new  hobby 
!  L augh m ore 
!  O rganize your room  
!  Set sm all goals
!  B reak  tasks into sm aller, m anageable ones 
!  Focus on w hat you can control 
!  L ow er unrealistic  expectations 
!  Schedule quiet tim e 
!  Take a break  from  social m edia 
!  D iscuss problem s w ith  friends or fam ily 
!  U se tim e m anagem ent skills to reduce stress 
!  Stay organized
!  Prepare and plan for assignm ent deadlines 
!  K eep a positive attitude 
!  A sk  for help 
!  Take a break
!  Go on a w alk  or hike som e trails 
!  D oodle, draw , pain t or color 
!  P lay  an instrum ent 
!  Go to the m ovies 
!  P lay  a gam e 
!  L earn  a new  skill 
!  L isten  to  m usic 
!  Take a nap
D a te :
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P lan nin g
Executive Functioning Skills
Grade Level: 9th - 12th Group Size: 6-10 students Time: 45 m inutes
ASCA Mindsets & Behaviors/ Student Standards
Prom otes the follow ing M indsets: M 1. - M 6.
B-SS 1. Use effective oral and written communication skills and listening skills 
B-SS 2. Create positive and supportive relationships with other students 
B-SS 3. Create relationships with adults that support success 
B-SMS 1. Demonstrate ability to assume responsibility 
B-SMS 3. Demonstrate ability to work independently
B-SMS 8. Demonstrate the ability to balance school, home and community activities 
Adolescent Developmental Concerns Addressed: Em otional; C ognitive 
Objectives
Participants will identify:
• W hat p lanning  is and w hat it involves
• W hat tools m ay be utilized to assist in p lanning
• W hy planning  is im portant/ helpful
• Their ow n strengths and difficulties associated w ith p lanning
• H ow  to p lan  their daily routine
Materials needed
• W hat is p lanning? w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
• P lanning  Pre-A ssessm ent w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
• P lanning  your routine w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
Procedure: B egin  this lesson by having a sharing circle. H ave the girls sit in a 
circle w ith their self-esteem  journa ls handy. A sk  each o f  the girls to share 1-3 
jou rna l entries that they have m ade in the past w eek.
N ext, introduce the lesson topic and handout the W hat is P lanning? 
W orksheet and review  w ith the group. A fterw ards, handout the P lanning P re­
A ssessm ent w orksheet to each student and have them  com plete. N ext, p rovide each 
girl w ith a P lanning Y our R outine w orksheet (1 for each girl), have them  com plete
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it and then hold  a group discussion pertain ing  to  w hat the girls have learned, and 
gotten out o f  the lesson activity.
C onclude th is session (and each session after) w ith  a friendship  circle. The 
friendship circle involves group m em bers standing/ sitting in a circle, crossing 
their righ t arm s over their left, and clasping hands w ith  the girls on both  sides. 
E veryone then gives them selves a silent positive affirm ation (com plim ent) as 
a friendship  squeeze is passed  from  hand  to hand  around the circle.
This lesson was created based on the following resource:
https://w w w .teacherspayteachers.com /S tore/Pathw ay-2-Success
Images retrieved from:
https://w w w .teacherspayteachers.com /S tore/Pathw ay-2-Success
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N a m e : __________________________________________  D a t e : ___________________
What is Planning?
• Planning is creating a “roadmap” to 
completing a task or a goal.
• Good planners can prioritize tasks, 
manage their time well, and work most 
efficiently.
• Planning involves determining a task or 
goal and then determining the steps to 
get there.
• Tools for planning may involve 
planners, calendars, homework logs, 
and schedules.
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Name: Date:
P lan n in g  P re-A ssessm en t
Score yourself: 0 = N ever, 1 = Som etim es, 2 =  A w ays
Score
I use a homework log to write down assignments.
I have a calendar somewhere in my house.
I take time in the morning (or the night before) to plan 
out my day.
Before a long term assignment, I stop to think about 
how to space out the assignment.
I come to classes prepared with all materials (pen, 
pencil, notebook, books).
Your Overall Score
C om m on D ifficu lties A ssocia ted  w ith  P lanning: D o you...
C o m e  to  c la s s  u n p r e p a re d ,  G e t  o v e r w h e lm e d  w i th  lo n g - te r m  o r  
m u l t ip le  a s s ig n m e n ts ,  F o r g e t  h o m e w o r k  a s s ig n m e n ts ,  N e e d  to  r u s h  to  
c o m p le te  a s s ig n m e n ts ,  T u r n  in  a s s ig n m e n ts  la te , H a v e  to  r u s h  a  lo t
Scoring
0-3 = This is a significant area o f  w eakness for m e 4-6 = I have som e basic 
skills, bu t I ’m  in need  o f  support 7-8 =  I have strong skills, bu t could still m ake 
grow th 9-10 = This is a significant area o f  strength for m e
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Nam e:______________________________ D ate:__________________
Planning Your Routine
Getting into a routine is one o f  the best ways to plan your day. It helps create positive habits, 
such as giving yourself enough time fo r  homework and spending time with friends.
Remember to include: Wake up, breakfast, bus/ride, school, homework time, sports, friends,
dinner, bedtime, etc.
Time Activity Time Activity
6:00 am 2:30 pm
6:30 am 3:00 pm
7:00 am 3:30 pm
7:30 am 4:00 pm
8:00 am 4:30 pm
8:30 am 5:00 pm
9:00 am 5:30 pm
9:30 am 6:00 pm
10:00 am 6:30 pm
10;30 am 7:00 pm
11:00 am 7:30 pm
11:30 am 8:00 pm
12:00 pm 8:30 pm
12:30 pm 9:00 pm
1:00 pm 9:30 pm
1:30 pm 10:00 pm
2:00 pm 10:30 pm
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O rganization  &  T im e M an agem en t
Executive Functioning Skills
Grade Level: 9th - 12th Group Size: 6-10 students Time: 45 m inutes
ASCA Mindsets & Behaviors/ Student Standards
Prom otes the follow ing M indsets: M 1. - M 6.
B-SS 1. Use effective oral and written communication skills and listening skills 
B-SS 2. Create positive and supportive relationships with other students 
B-SS 3. Create relationships with adults that support success 
B-SMS 1. Demonstrate ability to assume responsibility 
B-SMS 3. Demonstrate ability to work independently
B-SMS 8. Demonstrate the ability to balance school, home and community activities 
B-LS 3. Use time-management, organizational and study skills
Adolescent Developmental Concerns Addressed: Em otional; Cognitive
Objectives
Participants will:
• U nderstand the im portance o f  organization and tim e-m anagem ent
• U nderstand the benefits o f  using a hom ew ork/ activity  p lanner
Materials needed
• W hat is organization? w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
• O rganization self-assessm ent w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
• W hat is tim e-m anagem ent? w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
• T im e-M anagem ent self-assessm ent w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
• A ssignm ent/ P ro ject p lanning w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
Procedure: B egin  this lesson by having a sharing circle. H ave the girls sit in a 
circle w ith their self-esteem  journals  handy. A sk each o f  the girls to share 1-3 
jou rna l entries that they have m ade in the past w eek.
N ext, introduce the lesson topic and handout all 5 w orksheets (1 copy for 
each girl) review  them  each w ith the group, have them  com plete each one and then  
hold a group discussion pertain ing  to w hat the girls have learned, and gotten out o f  
the lesson activity.
C onclude this session (and each session after) w ith a friendship circle. The 
friendship circle involves group m em bers standing/ sitting in a circle, crossing
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their righ t arm s over their left, and clasping hands w ith  the girls on both  sides. 
E veryone then gives them selves a silent positive affirm ation (com plim ent) as 
a friendship  squeeze is passed  from  hand  to hand  around the circle.
This lesson was created based on the following resource:
https://w w w .teacherspayteachers.com /S tore/Pathw ay-2-Success
Images retrieved from:
https://w w w .teacherspayteachers.com /S tore/Pathw ay-2-Success
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N a m e : __________________________________________  D a t e : _________________
What is Organization?
• Organization is designing and 
maintaining a system to keep track 
of materials.
• Organization may be different for 
each individual. You need to find a
system that works for you.
• Once you develop and stick with a 
system, staying organized can help 
reduce stress and anxiety in your 
life.
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Nam e:______________________________ Date:
Organization Pre-Assessment
Score yourself: 0 = N ever, 1 = Som etim es, 2 =  A lw ays
Score
I have a dedicated work space at home.
I use a homework log or organizer to keep track of my 
daily assignments
My binder and class materials are neat and orderly.
I always come to class with required materials (pen, 
pencil, notebook, book)
I always know where my homework is and turn 
assignments in on time.
Your Overall Score
C om m on D ifficu lties A ssocia ted  w ith  O rganization: D o you...
C o m e  to  c la s s  u n p r e p a re d ,  h a v e  a  m e s s y  b in d e r ,  lo c k e r ,  o r  r o o m , 
C o m p le te  a s s ig n m e n ts  b u t  f o rg e t  to  tu r n  th e m  in , f o rg e t  to  b r in g  
n e c e s s a r y  m a te r ia ls  h o m e
Scoring
0-3 = This is a significant area o f  w eakness for m e 4-6 =  I have som e basic skills, 
bu t I ’m  in need  o f  support 7-8 = I have strong skills, bu t could still m ake grow th 
9-10 = This is a significant area o f  strength for m e
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N a m e : __________________________________________  D a t e : __________________
What is Time Management?
• Time management is estimating how 
much time you have, deciding how to 
best spend your time, and having an 
awareness of deadlines.
• Time management requires you to 
prioritize your work and complete the 
most important tasks first.
• This is a learned skill because you must 
be realistic about what you can get done 
in a given time.
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Nam e:  Date: _
Time Management Pre-Assessment
Score yourself: 0 = N ever, 1 = Som etim es, 2 =  A lw ays
Score
I can fairly accurately estimate how long an 
assignment or project will take.
I start my work early enough that I know I’ll finish 
it before the end of the night.
I plan when i’ll need to start my work so I can still 
enjoy free time.
I can plan out long term assignments
I prioritize what needs to be done first.
Your Overall Score
C om m on D ifficu lties A ssocia ted  w ith  T im e M anagem ent: D o you...
R u s h  to  g e t  p la c e s ,  R u s h  to  c o m p le te  a s s ig n m e n ts  o r  p ro je c ts ,  D o n ’t  
f in is h  a s s ig n m e n ts  o r  tu r n  th e m  in  la te ,  h a v e  t r o u b le  g e t t in g  e n o u g h  
s le e p  b e c a u s e  y o u  n e e d  to  s ta y  u p  to  c o m p le te  s o m e th in g ,  A r r iv e  la te  to  
c la s s e s
Scoring
0-3 = This is a significant area o f  w eakness for m e 4-6 = I have som e basic 
skills, bu t I ’m  in need  o f  support 7-8 =  I have strong skills, bu t could still m ake 
grow th 9-10 = This is a significant area o f  strength for m e
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Name: Date:
Assignment/Project Planning Form
Title of Assignment/Project:
Due Date:
Summary of Assignment/ Project:
Materials I’ll Need:
Steps to Complete:
1st Check in Date:
2nd Check in Date:
Date Completed:
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Self-C ontrol &  Self-M onitoring
Executive Functioning Skills
Grade Level: 9th - 12th Group Size: 6-10 students Time: 45 m inutes
ASCA Mindsets & Behaviors/ Student Standards
Prom otes the follow ing M indsets: M 1. - M 6.
B-SS 1. Use effective oral and written communication skills and listening skills
B-SS 2. Create positive and supportive relationships with other students
B-SS 3. Create relationships with adults that support success
B-SMS 1. Demonstrate ability to assume responsibility
B-SMS 2. Demonstrate self-discipline and self-control
B-SMS 3. Demonstrate ability to work independently
B-SMS 8. Demonstrate the ability to balance school, home and community activities 
B-LS 3. Use time-management, organizational and study skills
Adolescent Developmental Concerns Addressed: Em otional; Cognitive
Objectives
Participants will:
• Identify  w hat self- control is and w hy it is im portant
• Identify  personal strengths and difficulties associated w ith  self-control
• D evelop the skills to self-m anage behaviors
• D evelop the skills to self-m onitor their w ork
Materials needed
• W hat is self-control? w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
• Self-control self-A ssessm ent w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
• Self-m anaging behaviors w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
• Self-m onitoring w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
Procedure: B egin this lesson by having a sharing circle. H ave the girls sit in a 
circle w ith  their self-esteem  journals  handy. A sk each o f  the girls to share 1-3 
jou rn a l entries that they have m ade in the past w eek.
N ext, introduce the lesson topic and handout all 4 w orksheets (1 copy for 
each girl), rev iew  and have them  com plete each. Then hold a group discussion 
pertain ing  to w hat the girls have learned, and gotten out o f  the lesson activity.
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C onclude th is session (and each session after) w ith  a friendship  circle. The 
friendship circle involves group m em bers standing/ sitting in a circle, crossing 
their righ t arm s over their left, and clasping hands w ith  the girls on both  sides. 
Everyone then gives them selves a silent positive affirm ation (com plim ent) as 
a friendship  squeeze is passed  from  hand  to hand  around the circle.
This lesson was created based on the following resource:
https://w w w .teacherspayteachers.com /S tore/Pathw ay-2-Success
Images retrieved from:
https://w w w .teacherspayteachers.com /S tore/Pathw ay-2-Success
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N a m e : __________________________________________  D a t e : ________________
What is Self-Control?
• Self-Control is thinking before you act 
and resisting the urge to do or say 
something.
• Self-Control also means controlling 
emotions in order to complete a task.
• Developing strong self-control really 
helps you stay out of trouble with 
teachers, friends, and your parents.
It is a critical skill as you get older
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Nam e:______________________________ Date:
Self-Control Pre-Assessment
Score yourself: 0 = N ever, 1 = Som etim es, 2 =  A lw ays
Score
I take my time with assignments and always read the 
directions first.
I raise my hand to speak in class.
I keep my thoughts to myself if they are not appropriate 
at the time.
I can deal with corrections or criticism from others.
My emotions don’t get in the way of finishing a task or 
assignment.
Your Overall Score
Common Difficulties Associated with Self-Control: Do you...
In terrupt or shout out in  class, Say th ings you later regret, M ake im pulsive 
decisions, B ecom e frustrated  and give up easily, H ave difficulty  accepting 
corrections or criticism  from  others, H ave a difficult tim e calm ing dow n w hen  you
need to com plete w ork
Scoring
0-3 = This is a significant area of weakness for me, 4-6 = I have some basic skills, but I’m in 
need of support, 7-8 = I have strong skills, but could still make growth, 9-10 = This is a
significant area of strength for me
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N a m e : __________________________________________  D a t e : ___________________
Self-Managing Behaviors
Choose one positive behavior that yo u 'd like to increase. It could be raising your 
hand to talk, starting your work right away, writing your homework down, 
following directions on the first time, or any other positive behavior you can 
come up with. Write the behavior where it says “Goal”. Then check o ff a box 
each time you perform the behavior. Give yourself a special reward when all the 
boxes are filled. This is a way to self-manage your own behaviors.
Striving for Success!!!
Goal:
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N a m e : ___________________________________________ D a te :
Self- Monitoring
What Work Did I  Complete Today?
Day What Work Did I Complete Today?
Sunday •
Date: •
Monday •
Date: •
Tuesday •
Date: •
Wednesday •
Date: •
Thursday •
Date: •
Friday •
Date: •
Saturday •
Date: •
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SM A R T  G oals
Executive Functioning Skills
Grade Level: 9th - 12th Group Size: 6-10 students Time: 45 m inutes
ASCA Mindsets & Behaviors/ Student Standards
Prom otes the follow ing M indsets: M 1. - M 6.
B-SS 1. Use effective oral and written communication skills and listening skills
B-SS 2. Create positive and supportive relationships with other students
B-SS 3. Create relationships with adults that support success
B-SMS 1. Demonstrate ability to assume responsibility
B-SMS 2. Demonstrate self-discipline and self-control
B-SMS 3. Demonstrate ability to work independently
B-SMS 8. Demonstrate the ability to balance school, home and community activities
B-LS 3. Use time-management, organizational and study skills
B-LS 7. Identify long- and short-term academic, career and social/ emotional goals
Adolescent Developmental Concerns Addressed: Em otional; Cognitive
Objectives
Participants will:
• U nderstand w hat a SM A R T goal is and w hy w e set goals for ourselves
• D evelop their ow n SM A R T goal and a p lan  to achieve it
Materials needed
• SM A RT G oal w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
• C om puter to show  the SM A R T goals video: 
h ttps://w w w .youtube.com /w atch?v=k-9vqT cxkL I
Procedure: B egin  this lesson by having a sharing circle. H ave the girls sit in a 
circle w ith  their self-esteem  journals  handy. A sk each o f  the girls to share 1-3 
jou rn a l entries that they have m ade in the past w eek.
N ext, introduce the lesson topic and play the SM A R T G oals Y ouT ube V ideo 
for the group. H ave a d iscussion about the v ideo and w hat a true SM A R T goal is. 
N ext, handout the SM A RT G oals w orksheet (1 copy for each girl), have them  
com plete it and then  hold a group discussion pertain ing  to w hat the girls have 
learned, and gotten out o f  the lesson activity, including their ow n personal SM A RT 
goal that they have set for them selves.
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C onclude th is session (and each session after) w ith  a friendship circle. The 
friendship circle involves group m em bers standing/ sitting in a circle, crossing 
their righ t arm s over their left, and clasping hands w ith  the girls on both  sides. 
E veryone then gives them selves a silent positive affirm ation (com plim ent) as 
a friendship  squeeze is passed  from  hand  to hand  around the circle.
This lesson was created based on the following resource:
https://w w w .teacherspayteachers.com /S tore/Pathw ay-2-Success
Images retrieved from:
https://w w w .teacherspayteachers.com /S tore/Pathw ay-2-Success
Nam e:_____________________________  D ate:___________________
Planning with a Goal in Mind
Think about one goal y o u ’d like to accom plish. N ow , le t’s m ake sure it is a 
SM A RT goal.
Specific -  W hat do you w ant to accom plish  specifically?
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Measurable -  H ow  w ill you tell you m et the goal?
Achievable -  W hat are the specific steps you w ill take to achieve th is goal?
Relevant -  W hy is th is goal im portant?
Time-bound -  B y w hen w ould  you  like to achieve th is goal?
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You Are Jar
Coming to an End
Grade Level: 9th - 12th Group Size: 6-10 students Time: 45 m inutes
ASCA Mindsets & Behaviors/ Student Standards
Prom otes the follow ing M indsets: M 1. - M 6.
B-SS 1. U se effective oral and w ritten  com m unication skills and listening skills 
B-SS 2. C reate positive and supportive relationships w ith  o ther students 
B-SS 6. U se effective collaboration and cooperation skills
Adolescent Developmental Concerns Addressed: M oral; Em otional 
Objectives
Participants will:
• D evelop positive statem ents for each group m em ber
• B ecom e a proud ow ner o f  a “Y ou are Jar” full o f  positive affirm ations given 
to them  by their peers
Materials
• M ason Jars (1 for each student)
• Y ou A re Jar D irection  Tags (1 for each m ason ja r)
• Y ou A re Jar N am e Tags (1 for each m ason ja r)
• P ieces o f  construction paper (cut up into strips/ #100)
• M arkers
• Y ou A re Jar- Positive statem ents w orksheet (1 copy for each student)
Procedure: This is one o f  the final group sessions, w here m em bers w ill be given 
the opportunity  to provide their fellow  group m em bers w ith a special gift from  the 
heart. B egin  this lesson by handing out the necessary  m aterials as listed above, to 
each group m em ber. E xplain  the activity  and that at the end each group m em ber 
w ill receive a m ason ja r  w ith  their nam e on it, and the inside w ill be full o f  positive 
“Y O U  A R E ” statem ents from  each o f  their fellow  group m em bers. This gift is 
theirs to keep, and is a great w ay to rem ind them selves that TH EY  A R E loved. 
A fter the activity  is com plete, let the girls open their m ason ja rs  and look inside. 
End session as usual, w ith the friendship circle/hand squeeze.
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This lesson was created based on the following resource
https://w w w .pin terest.com /pin /188940146848371494/
Images retrieved from:
https://w w w .pin terest.com /pin /188940146848371494/
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N am e: _________________________________  D a te :
You Are Jar- Positive Statements
Y ou are determ ined 
Y ou are a good and w orthw hile person  
Y ou are unique 
Y ou are special 
Y ou are am azing 
Y ou are sm art 
Y ou are k ind 
Y ou are funny 
Y ou are sw eet 
Y ou have inner strength 
Y ou are confident 
Y ou hold  you head  up high 
Y ou are beautifu l inside and out 
Y ou care about others 
Y ou are needed  and w orthw hile 
Y ou are a loving person 
Y ou are w onderful 
Y ou are a great friend 
Y ou have a lo t to be p roud  o f 
Y ou have all that Y ou need  
Y ou are in  control o f  your life 
Y ou can achieve anything you w ant to achieve 
Y ou are strong and  healthy 
Y our life has m eaning  and purpose 
Y ou can treat y o u rse lf  gently  and w ith  care 
L ook  for all the good that this day can bring 
Y ou have so m uch to offer 
T aking th ings one step at a tim e 
Y ou are im portan t
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You Are Jar Name Tags
You Are Jar Direction Tag Samples
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You Are Jar
D irections: Shake ja r, pull ou t card 
A nd say out loud (w hat is w ritten  on the card!) 
N ever forget that you  are LO V ED
You Are Jar
D irections: Shake ja r, pull ou t card 
A nd say out loud (w hat is w ritten  on the card!) 
N ever forget that you  are LO V ED
You Are Jar
D irections: Shake ja r, pull ou t card 
A nd say out loud (w hat is w ritten  on the card!) 
N ever forget that you  are LO V ED
You Are Jar
D irections: Shake ja r, pull ou t card 
A nd say out loud (w hat is w ritten  on the card!) 
N ever forget that you  are LO V ED
You Are Jar
D irections: Shake ja r, pull ou t card 
A nd say out loud (w hat is w ritten  on the card!) 
N ever forget that you  are LO V ED
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Final Session
Coming to an End
Grade Level: 9th - 12th Group Size: 6-10 students Time: 45 m inutes
ASCA Mindsets & Behaviors/ Student Standards
Prom otes the follow ing M indsets: M 1. - M 6.
B-SS 1. Use effective oral and written communication skills and listening skills 
B-SS 2. Create positive and supportive relationships with other students 
B-SS 3. Create relationships with adults that support success 
B-SS 4. Demonstrate empathy
B-SS 9. Demonstrate social maturity and behaviors appropriate to the situation and 
environment
Adolescent Developmental Concerns Addressed: Em otional 
Objectives
Participants will:
• H ave the opportunity  to thank  one another for their support
• Be provided the opportunity  for closure
• H ave a chance to voice any final thoughts and/or feelings
• H ave the opportunity  to evaluate their group experience and provide 
feedback for the group facilitator
Materials
• T hank you cards (1 for each student), should be bought or m ade prior
• M arkers
• G roup Evaluation  Form  (1 copy for each student) see appendix  A
Procedure: This the final group session, w here m em bers w ill be given the 
opportunity  to provide their fellow  group m em bers w ith  a thank you from  the 
heart. B egin  this lesson by handing out the necessary  m aterials as listed above, to 
each group m em ber. E xplain  the activity  and that at the end each group m em ber 
w ill receive a thank you card w ith thank you statem ents from  each o f  their fellow  
group m em bers. The cards are theirs to keep, and is a great w ay to rem ind 
them selves that they are appreciated as w ell as their contribution to the group 
experience. A fter the activity  is com plete, let the girls look inside their thank  you
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cards. P rior to  ending session, handout the G roup E valuation  Form  to  each group 
m em bers and  have them  com plete it and turn  it in to the group facilitator. A s usual, 
end the final session w ith  the friendship  circle/hand squeeze.
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Appendix B: Application References 
Building and Maintaining Relationships (n.d.). Girls group. Retrieved from 
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Pathway-2-Success 
Executive Functioning (n.d.). Executive functioning: Lessons and activities. Retrieved from 
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Pathway-2-Success 
McKenzie, S. P. (n.d.). Healthy body image: A lesson plan for high school students [document].
Retrieved from https://www.extension.purdue.edu/extmedia/cfs/cfs-737-w.pdf 
Payne, C. (n.d). Healthy ways to cope with stress [document]. Retrieved from 
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Carolyn-Payne 
Peer Pressure and Mean Behavior (n.d.). Girls group. Retrieved from 
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Pathway-2-Success 
Self-awareness and Building Self-confidence (n.d.). Girls group. Retrieved from 
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Pathway-2-Success
